Wiring diagram for 220 outlet

The intent is to define a common electric vehicle conductive charging system architecture
including operational requirements and the functional and dimensional requirements for the
vehicle inlet and mating connector. Formerly electric vehicles like the General Motors EV1 had
used inductive charger couplers. Later requirements asked for higher currents to be used than
the Avcon connector could provide. This process led to the proposal of a new round connector
design by Yazaki which allows for an increased power delivery of up to The standard
specification was subsequently voted upon by the SAE committee in July The SAE J was
adopted by the car manufacturers of post electric vehicles like the third generation of the
Chevrolet Volt and Nissan Leaf as the early models. The connector became standard equipment
in the U. This will also use Power-line communication technology to communicate between the
vehicle, off-board charger, and smart grid. The round millimetre 1. The connector is designed to
withstand 10, mating cycles a connection and a disconnection and exposure to the elements.
With 1 mating cycle per day, the connector's lifespan should exceed 27 years. On the other
hand, there is no reference to a DC Level 3 charge method. For example, the Chevrolet Bolt has
a kWh lithium-ion battery and a 7. Using an optional DC fast charging DCFC port, this model can
also charge at up to 55 kW to get up to 90 miles km of range per half hour. Some EVs have
extended J to allow V charging at greater than 16 amps. These allow charging at up to 24 amps.
However this level of V charging has not been codified into J Another extension, notably
supported by Tesla , is Level 2 charging at V. Like V, V is commonly found in North American
commercial three-phase circuits. The J standard includes several levels of shock protection,
ensuring the safety of charging even in wet conditions. Physically, the connection pins are
isolated on the interior of the connector when mated, ensuring no physical access to those
pins. When not mated, J connectors have no power voltages at the pins, [20] and charging
power does not flow until commanded by the vehicle. The ground pin is of the first-make,
last-break variety. If the plug is in the charging port of the vehicle and charging, and it is
removed, the shorter control pilot pin will break first causing the power relay in the EVSE to
open, stopping current flow to the J plug. This prevents any arcing on the power pins,
prolonging their lifespan. The proximity detection pin is also connected to a switch that is
triggered upon pressing the physical disconnect button when removing the connector from the
vehicle. This causes the resistance to change on the proximity pin which commands the
vehicle's onboard charger to stop drawing current immediately. The vehicle can then release
the control pilot which will cause the power relay to release. The signaling protocol has been
designed so that [21]. If the circuit is closed, then the charging station can also test the
protective earth to be functional. The vehicle can request a charging state by setting a resistor;
using 2. The charging is activated by the vehicle by adding parallel 1. Hence the charging
station can react by only checking the voltage range present on the CP-PE loop. According to
the SAE it includes socket outlet, cable and vehicle inlet. In the US, the definition of the
ampacity ampere capacity, or current capacity is split for continuous and short term operation.
Proximity Pilot : The Proximity pin, PP also known as plug present , as shown in the SAE J
example pinout, describes the switch, S3, as being mechanically linked to the connector latch
release actuator. However many low power adapter cables do not offer that locking actuator
state detection on the PP pin. The resistor is coded to the maximum current capability of the
cable assembly. The EVSE interrupts the current supply if the current capability of the cable is
exceeded as detected by the measurement of the Rc, as defined by the values for the
recommended interpretation range. In an updated standard due in , SAE proposes to use power
line communication , specifically IEEE , between the vehicle, off-board charging station , and
the smart grid , without requiring an additional pin; SAE and the IEEE Standards Association
are sharing their draft standards related to the smart grid and vehicle electrification. P
communication is compatible with other P includes wireless communications. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. SAE International. Retrieved California Air Resources Board. Section
Underwriters Laboratories has completed its certification testing on the connector developed by
Yazaki. Archived from the original on Motor Trend. Retrieved 18 February Heiko Doerr Archived
from the original PDF on Environmental Protection Agency and U. Department of Energy. When
a J standard plug like on the Volt is disconnected from the vehicle, no voltage is present at the
pins. August Argonne National Laboratory. Coulomb Technologies. Autoblog Green.
International Electrotechnical Commission. Green Car Congress. Wright Brothers Medal.
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A digital multimeter or DMM is a useful test instrument for measuring voltage, current and
resistance, and some meters have a facility for testing transistors and capacitors. You can also
use it for checking continuity of wires and fuses. If you like to DIY, do car maintenance or
troubleshoot electronic or electrical equipment, a multimeter is a handy accessory to have in
your home toolkit. Before we learn how to use a multimeter, we need to become familiar with the
quantities we are going to be measuring. The most basic circuit we will encounter is a voltage
source, which could be connected to a load. The voltage source could be a battery or a mains
power supply. The load might be an appliance such as a bulb or electronic component called a
resistor. The circuit can be represented by a diagram called a schematic. In the circuit below,
the voltage source V creates an electrical pressure which forces a current I to flow around the
circuit and through the load R. A simple circuit consisting of an AA cell and a bulb. The AA cell
is the voltage source that causes current to flow around the circuit and through the bulb. A
professional model Fluke multimeter with an accuracy of 0. A range selector dial is used to
select the function volts, amps, resistance and range. Note the symbols used for AC and DC.
See graphic further down this article for an explanation. Original unannotated image public
domain via Pixabay. Voltage, current and resistance ranges are usually set by turning a rotary
range selection dial. This is set to the quantity being measured, e. If the meter is
non-autoranging, each function will have several ranges. Using the lowest range possible gives
more significant figures in the reading. Note: A lead with a 4mm banana plug on one end and a
crocodile clip on the other end is very handy. The croc clip can be connected to ground in the
circuit, freeing up one of your hands. Test leads and 4mm sockets on a DMM, setup to measure
voltage. Explaining series and parallel connections R1, R2 and R3 are resistors. DMM connected
in parallel with load to measure voltage across it. This type of meter will incorporate high
rupturing capacity HRC fuses and other internal safety components that offer the highest level
of protection against overloads and transients on the line being tested. A meter with less
protection can potentially blow up causing injury if it is connected incorrectly, or a transient
voltage generates an internal arc. Also these safety guidelines by Fluke explain the hazards of
voltage spikes and the Overvoltage Installation Category. ABCs of Multimeter Safety.
Autoranging meters detect the magnitude of the voltage and select the range automatically to
give the most amount of significant digits on the display. You must however set the mode to
resistance, volts or current and also connect the probe leads to the proper sockets when
measuring current. I use one of these for identifying which conductor is live whenever I'm doing
any home maintenance. It also comes in useful for checking whether there's a break in a power
flex and where the break occurs. Note: It's always a good idea to use a neon tester to double
check that power is definitely off when doing any electrical maintenance. Test leads and
sockets on a DMM, setup to measure current. DMM connected in series with load to measure
current flowing through it. When asked, Fluke, who are a leading US manufacturer of digital
instrumentation, recommended the Fluke model for general purpose use in the home or for car
maintenance. This is an excellent meter and can measure AC and DC volts, resistance, check
continuity and diodes. The meter is auto-ranging, so ranges don't have to be set. It is also a
true-RMS meter. An alternative is the Fluke model which is a high accuracy instrument the
specification is 0. I use this model for more accurate testing and professional use and it can
measure AC and DC voltage and current, resistance, frequency, capacitance, continuity and
diode test. It can also indicate max and min values on each range. Fluke general purpose true
RMS digital multimeter. Image reproduced with permission from Fluke Corporation. This
autoranging multimeter from Fluke, a leading manufacturer of electronic test equipment, has an
accuracy of 0. On most multimeters, the highest current range is 10 or 20 amps. It would be
impractical to feed very high currents through a meter because normal 4 mm sockets and test
leads wouldn't be capable of carrying high currents without overheating. Instead, clamp meters
are used for these measurements. Clamp meters as the name suggests , also known as tong
testers, have a spring loaded clamp like a giant clothes peg which clamps around a current
carrying cable. The advantage of this is that a circuit doesn't have to broken to insert a meter in
series, and power needn't be turned off as is the case when measuring current on a standard
DMM. Clamp meters use either an integrated current transformer or hall effect sensor to
measure the magnetic field produced by a flowing current. The meter can be a self contained
instrument with an LCD which displays current, or alternatively the device can output a voltage
signal via probe leads and 4mm "banana" plugs to a standard DMM. The voltage is proportional
to the measured signal, typically 1mv represents 1 amp. Clamp meters can measure hundreds
or thousands of amps. To use a current clamp, you simply clamp over a single cable. In the

case of a power cord or multicore cable, you need to isolate one of the cores. If two cores
carrying the same current but in opposite directions are enclosed within the jaws which would
be the situation if you clamp over a power cord , the magnetic fields due to the current flow
would cancel out and the reading would be zero. A multimeter can be used to check whether a
diode is short circuited or open circuited. A diode is an electronic one way valve or check valve
, which only conducts in one direction. A multimeter when connected to a working diode
indicates the voltage across the component. If you have two DMMs, you can measure the
voltage and current simultaneously. Alternatively measure the voltage first, and then disconnect
the load so that the DMM can be inserted in series to measure current. When any quantity is
measured, the measuring device has an influence on the measurement. So the resistance of the
meter will reduce current slightly, and give a lower reading than the actual value with the meter
not connected. Power adapter. Some components such as CDI Capacitor Discharge Ignition
modules on vehicles, boats and small engines produce pulses which vary in frequency and can
be short duration. A DVA adapter will sample and hold the peak value of the waveform and
output it as a DC voltage so the component can be checked to see whether it's producing the
correct voltage level. A DVA adapter typically has two probe leads as input for measuring
voltage and either two output leads with banana plugs or a connector with fixed plugs attached
for plugging into a meter with standard spaced sockets. The meter is set to a high DC voltage
range e. Fluke also manufacture meters that can capture the peak level of short transients e.
The voltage supply to your home is AC, and voltage and current vary in polarity over time. The
waveform is sinusoidal as in the diagram below and the change of direction of current is known
as the frequency and measured in Hertz Hz. This frequency can be 50 or 60 Hz, depending on
which country you live in. The voltage normally printed on appliances is the RMS voltage even
though this is not usually stated. A basic multimeter will indicate RMS voltages for sinusoidal
voltage waveforms. The supply to our homes is sinusoidal so this isn't a problem. However if a
voltage is non sinusoidal, e. RMS and peak voltages of an AC sine waveform. Vpp is the peak to
peak voltage. AlanM1, public domain image via Wikimedia Commons. If you need to measure
voltages and log them over time, you can use a datalogging multimeter. Another feature of this
meter is that it can be setup with a wireless connector to communicate with an Android mobile
device, allowing readings to be viewed remotely, while the meter is located elsewhere. Set the
range to DC or AC volts and touch the probe tips to the two points between which voltage
needs to be measured. For this it's best to stay safe and use a non-contact volt tester or phase
tester screwdriver. These will indicate if voltage is e. Voltage drop occurs across a resistance or
along a power cable. So follow the same procedure as for measuring voltage and measure
voltage at the two points of interest and subtract one from the other to measure voltage drop. If
voltage drop is excessive, appliances may not work properly. Cable should be sized adequately
to minimise voltage drop for the current it needs to carry and the distance over which current
travels. Content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for
personal counsel or professional advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters.
Question: How do I test and identify faults of three phase system of both control circuit and
power circuit for motors? Question: To be clear, am I correct in my interpretation that if I want to
check that there is v in my electrical connections in a light fitting that is glowing dimly, I need
the lamp in first to complete the circuit, then I check either end of the fitting placing the meter in
parallel? Conversely, if I were to use the meter in lieu of the lamp, then this would be in series
and the reading would be false or the meter would simply not work? Answer: If the fitting is
wired correctly, it doesn't matter much if the lamp is in place or not as regards measuring the
voltage. Yes, you do connect a meter in parallel with a load i. But because a lamp doesn't take
much current, it doesn't drop voltage significantly. Now if the load was high powered e. The
open circuit voltage of a voltage source is always higher than the output voltage on load
because a real voltage source always has internal resistance, plus the connecting wires have
resistance also. So if the connecting wires are long or cross-sectional area is small, the voltage
drop can be considerable if the wiring is sized inappropriately. If you connect the meter to the
fitting without the lamp, it's in parallel with the output terminals on the fitting and because it's
set to "volts", no current flows through it well actually just a little, but microamps because it has
such a high resistance. If the meter was set to "amps" it would be like a short circuit and
effectively in series with the supply and a fuse would blow. Maybe the concept of parallel and
series is a bit confusing. Just remember that when the meter is set to volts, it measures the
voltage between two points and when set to amps, it measures the current flowing between the
two points. A meter has a very high impedance and sensitivity to voltage. Even though the black
isn't connected to anything, there is capacitance between the metal probe tip and wire of the
black lead and ground. So a minute current can actually flow backwards and forwards through
the air as this tiny capacitor charges and discharges as the AC continually changes direction, If

you've ever put your hand on a plasma ball, a discharge flows through the ball to the glass at
the point where your hand touches it. This is pretty much for the same reason. Look up
capacitors on Wikipedia for more info. I am replacing a ceiling fan. In checking the voltages i
find i get a reading of 9 - 10 volts when I connect only the red lead of my test meter to the hot
wire. The black is not connected to anything. Is there an explanation? Having just enrolled on a
auto electrical course at Cardiff and the Vale College, Cardiff and no nothing about vehicle
electrics. I find your article about multimeters fascinating. Thank you! Hi Mark, it possibly could.
Sometimes adapters aren't regulated and 12 volts output means the voltage it gives on full load,
but this can rise when off load. A regulated adapter gives a constant voltage, independent of
load. If it's an AC adapter, it's probably just a transformer, without any regulating electronics.
Does the microscope definitely require AC, rather than DC? Without being able to load the
adapter with a current equivalent to what the microscope takes and see if voltage falls, I can't
say whether or not it would cause damage. I just bought a 12v written on on it AC adapter. I
measured the voltage at the tip of it with a Fluke meter. I am reading My device a LED
illuminated microscope requires 12v. Only if they're connected to a high voltage source. Above
about 50 V, a voltage source will begin to produce a sensation. However the intensity and actual
threshold level depends on several factors such as location on the body of the point of contact,
nature of the skin e. However this voltage is relatively low. A Megger type insulation tester as
used for checking insulation quality in electrical installations however, generates much higher
voltages which will shock. Hi Pranjal. Yes you can measure AC current if the meter has an AC
current range. The procedure is the same as for measuring DC current described above. If
measuring mains currents, precautions must be taken, including but not limited to the
following:. The high current range may not be fused. Thankyou for all the time you must have
invested in this posting. I'm not an electrician, but I presume a "Megger" type instrument would
be required for testing insulation plus another for testing earth loop impedance and a third for
testing RCDs. Alternatively a multifunction tester to all tests could be used. A multimeter would
be of limited use. Thanks Eugene. I have some of them already. Can you suggest any decent
journal articles or published papers.. I realy need to use excessive literature review for my work
and would appreciate any suggested sources. The meter is practically a short circuit when the
the leads are connected to measure current. If you connect it to a voltage source, it will blow the
fuse in the meter. First check the meter reads 0 volts with the probes touched together to
confirm there isn't a fault causing it to display an offset voltage. A digital multimeter has a high
impedance, typically 10 megaohms. When one probe is contacting a volts supply and the other
end is in free air, you effectively have a potential divider circuit. A potential divider Google it for
more details consists of a number of resistors connected in series. When the divider is
connected to a voltage supply, a reduced voltage is available at the junction between the
resistors an example is the volume control on a radio. In the most simplest of examples, two
resistors of equal value will give half the input voltage at the junction. In your case, the meter
forms one part of the potential divider. The other part consists of the resistance from probe
through the air to ground practically infinite , the resistance from the probe through your hand
to ground could be hundreds of megaohms if there is high humidity and the reactance of the
probe to ground due to capacitance. The latter three are in parallel. Digital multimeter two
probes. One probe places in phase VAC, another probe placed in open air. But meter reading
shows 30V. Meter reading is correct? Pls explain. You can use a potential divider circuit to
measure high voltages with a low voltage range meter. In fact this is how the internal circuitry in
a meter reduces voltage for the various ranges. However the effort required isn't really worth it.
This won't damage the meter assuming the voltage is less than the rating at the input sockets,
typically volts. Remember when you are making a measurement with a meter to set the range
first before you connect the probes to the voltage under test. When measuring current, a meter
usually has two current sockets. The lower current socket is usually fused, but the higher
current socket may or may not be fused. If you estimate the current being measured will be
higher than the value indicated on the lower current socket, connect the probe to the higher
current socket, otherwise you'll nd up blowing a fuse. Also insulation can crack, and leads pull
out from the probe or plug end of the test lead, again exposing the conductor. I think I have a
damaged set of leads, so I'll upload a photo. I'll add explanations with graphics of serial and
parallel connections. Let me know if anything else needs explaining. Very Good info , can you
explain what some of the things are for people like myself that are Very Very unfamiliar with the
terminology? In the safety first alone I was lost on leads not being damaged , maybe a picture
glossary of lingo or what a series or parallel is etc. Thank You. Home Appliances. Air
Conditioners. Water Heaters. Home Improvement. Interior Design. Home Furnishings. Home
Decor. Lawn Care. Pest Control. Bed Bugs. Beneficial Organisms. Garden Pest Control. Rock
Gardens. What is a Multimeter? Related Articles. By Eugene Brennan. By Brandon Lobo. By

Rupert Taylor. By Matt G. By Silas Still. By Jerry Fisher. By Sheila Brown. By Caren White. The
switched outlet wiring configurations show two different wiring scenarios which are most
commonly used. The wiring and connections will depend on where the power enters the circuit.
The connections for a switched outlet also known as a Half Hot Plug. The diagram shows the
power entering into the circuit at the switch box location, then sending one power line for the
outlet which is hot all the time and a switched leg for the top half of the outlet being used for a
table lamp or a floor fixture Instructions Switched Outlet Electrical Wiring Diagram 1 The
Electrical Power Source Enters at the Switch Outlet Wiring for a Table Lamp or a Floor Light
Fixture These electrical wiring diagrams show typical connections. The diagram below shows
the power entering the circuit at the grounded outlet box location, then sending power up to the
switch and a switched leg back down to the outlet. Notice that these outlets have the tab
removed from the "hot" side or Brass side of the outlet which allows the top half of the plug to
be controlled only from the switch while the bottom end of the outlet remains "hot" all the time.
This is shown in the pictures below. Ask a Question! Switch Outlet Wiring Diagrams Summary:
This switched outlet electrical wiring diagram shows two scenarios of wiring for a typical half
hot outlet that can be used to control a table or floor lamp. Switched Outlet Wiring Variations
The switch I am replacing has two red wires plugged into the back and two black wires plugged
into the one below. If I want to keep the same set up I can just connect the two red wires to the
top brass screw and the two black wires to the bottom but must break the small brass tab
between the screws not the plastic, correct? If I don't care to use the wall switch all I have to do
is to cap off the red and connect one black wire to one brass screw and one to the other brass
screw without removing the brass tab, correct? From what you have described, I believe that
you are correct. The brass tab can be left in place if you no longer want half of the outlet to be
controlled by the switch. More About How to Wire a Switched Outlet Electrical Wiring for a
Switch Outlet Combination How to Install Electrical Outlet and Switch Combo Wiring â€” In
most cases, the primary power source is shared between the switch and the outlet, either with a
wire jumper or the bridge or tab that is located on the side of the combo switch and outlet. Half
Hot Switched Outlets Explained How to Wire Half Hot Switched Outlets: The brass tab is a link
between the top and bottom receptacles that allow them to be isolated from one another for
applications such as a wall outlet that has one receptacle controlled by the wall switch while the
other receptacle is hot all the time. Wiring a Plug to be Controled by a Switch How to Wire
Half-Hot Plugs and Switched Outlets: The outlets will need to be examined to identify the wiring
that runs to the wall switch and then make the appropriate adjustment. Learn more about Wiring
a Switched Outlet. Estimated Time: Depends on personal level experience, ability to work with
tools, install electrical outlets and wiring, and the available access to the project area. Electrical
Outlets Parts and Materials: Electrical parts and materials for outlet wiring projects should be
approved for the specific project and compliant with local and national electrical codes.
Electrical Codes and Inspections: Installing additional electrical wiring for outlets should be
done according to local and national electrical codes with a permit and be inspected. Do You
Need Electrical Help? Summary: This switched outlet electrical wiring diagram shows two
scenarios of wiring for a typical half hot outlet that can be used to control a table or floor lamp.
Helping You Wire it Right. Recent Testimonials I think your site offers the the clearest and best
electrical information for homeowners I have ever seen on the net. You have given me
confidence to do my own projects which I never had before. Paul, from Foxboro, Massachusetts
I wish I found this site earlier, it is by far the best electrical related resource I have found on the
web. George, from Scranton, Pennsylvania I love this site for an office worker that does not
know anything about electric wiring. Collin, from Grand Rapids, Michigan Thank you for
answering my question. I was able to get this done. This site is perfect. I am glad I found it.
Please keep it going. Quick Links. See also: Owner's Manual , Operating Manual. Automobile
Volvo S40 Wiring Diagram pages. Page 5 Dashboard harness LHD Page Fuses Glow plug
control module, 5-cyl. Page Engine Management System, 4-Cyl. Page Engine Management
System, 5-Cyl. Page Emission Control, 4-Cyl. Page Emission Control, 5-Cyl. B B 1. Page Starting
System, 5-Cyl. Diesel Group 33 Starting system Starting system, 5-cyl. Page Climate Control
System, 4-Cyl. Page Group 87 Climate control system Climate control system, 4-cyl. Page
Climate Control System, 5-Cyl. Page Group 87 Climate control system Climate control system,
5-cyl. Page Climate Control System, Diesel 1. Page Group 87 Climate control system Climate
control system, Diesel 1. Page , 4-cyl. Page 4-cyl. Page 5-cyl. Page Engine Harness Diesel 1.
Page Engine Harness Diesel 2. Page Index Ignition switch and relays Page Antenna, rear right
door lock 4-cyl. Printed in Sweden, Gothenburg This manual is also suitable for: V50 C70 s40
v50 c Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account?
Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Skip to main content. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new

window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. Bidding has
ended on this item. The seller has relisted this item or one like this. Ships to:. This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable
customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Read more. Jan 21,
PST. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See
details. Seller's other items. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Vtg
antique mid century s atomic sputnik Zenith E tube radio clock white. Similar sponsored items.
Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used : An item that
has been used previously. See all condition definitions - opens in a new window or tab. Buyer to
pick up in Ojai, CA. Large moving equipment will be necessary. Back to home page Return to
top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a
new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens
in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Ended: Jan 21, PST. Shipping: May not ship to Ukraine
- Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. Item location: Ojai, California,
United States. Seller: scotthorner Seller's other items. Used : An item that has been used
previously. Mostly complete with transformers and tubes. Beautiful cosmetic condition as well
and suited for a museum. Transmitter is supported on steel frames with dual caster roll around.
Buyer is to pickup in Ojai, California. Extremely heavy Heavy machinery mover and trucking is
buyer responsibility. Transformers are on rolling dollies. This is recommended by RCA. I do
have the original interconnect wiring harness as well. Power required is VAC 1 Phase. Log in or
Sign up. Joined: May 25, Location: California. I purchased my older home 2-years ago. We have
been having some issues concerning running out of hot water. I purchase a tester to check the
elements and the thermostats. All appears to test out OK. In the process, I read in several
places online that wiring with a double 30A breakers are needed for a heater with watt dual
elements. My heater has wiring with a double 20A breaker. So this is my question: Does having
the lighter wiring create a danger? It seems that the 20A breaker should protect the wiring from
overheating. Won't the breaker "pop" before allowing the circuit to overload? Doesn't the 20A
circuit simply limit how much current is available to the water heater. It may be asking for more
but it just isn't available? Hypothetically, if a person had a 1A circuit feeding an appliance rated
for 30A it would never receive more that 1 amp, the breaker would immediately trip. Currently
my water heater functions without tripping the breaker. Is it a wrong assumption that it is
operating within the capability of the 20A circuit? Thanks for any help, Tom. Tom Wiedmaier ,
May 25, I forgot to add this bit of information. The internal wiring connecting the thermostats
and elements appears to be 12 gauge. I visually compared it to a piece of that I had. I didn't
measure it, I would assume that 10 gauge should be obviously larger. If this is the case,
wouldn't upgrading the circuit to 30A actually create a possibility the the internal wiring could
overheat? Thanks again, Tom. Joined: Jul 27, Location: Florida. Last edited: May 26, JerryR ,
May 25, I answered the wiring question but not the question of running out of hot water. How
large is the tank? Where do you live how cold is the cold water How long does it take to run out
of hot water? Joined: Sep 2, Occupation: Retired Systems engineer for defense industry.
Location: New England. The CB is dumb The ultimate limiting factor. It will NOT throttle the
current to the device, it's either on, or its off. The breaker relates to the wire size such that the
wire can handle whatever the breaker can supply when it is installed per code. The other issue
using 12 ga wire is that you won't be getting full voltage at the elements when they are active. If
you factor in the resistance of the 12 wire and the resistance of the heating element I would
guess that the elements are only getting close to v when active. The rest is wasted energy
warming up the 12 wire. Of course the longer the wire run the worse the voltage drop. JerryR ,
May 26, It doubtful that the 12 gauge wire is dropping the voltage at all. If it was you would feel
heat off the wires that is feeding the water heater. Your 20 amp volt breaker is really two 20 amp
breakers in parallel. As above the maximum current draw is Under the circuit breaker rating but
you may not have a full volt supply. It could be volt, therefore, the current draw will be less that
means lower power and less heat but you'll never notice the performance difference To be sure
put a voltmeter in a wall outlet and measure the voltage, it be anywhere from volt to volt. Then
place the voltmeter across the upper thermostat of the water heater. Usually the top two
connections. Here you'll read your sort of speak voltage. Anywhere from to voltage will be
normal. Here is a diagram Your problem is one of the heating elements is bad or the one of the
two thermostat is bad. Only one heating element is on at a time and the switch over from one
element to the other is done by the upper thermostat. Lastly, your hot water demand is
exceeding the capacity the water heater. Last edited: May 27, WorthFlorida , May 26, A couple of
points A 20 amp double pole breaker is actually two 20 amp single pole breakers tied together

and a 30 amp double poke is two 30 amp breakers tied together. Each leg carries full current. If
you put an amp-probe on one leg you will measure full current. That circuit was wired with 12
but it was significant distance from breaker panel. That distance caused the voltage drop due to
the resistance of the wire at the long run. The upper thermostat is the "master" thermostat.
When water in the top of the water heater gets cold it switches only one leg to the upper
element. The other leg always has power. Once the upper thermostat senses that temperature
setting has been reached it switches that leg to the lower thermostat. If lower element burns out
or the lower thermostat remains open then you get hot water for very limited time. Hi JerryR, I
mentioned that a voltage drop assuming all connections are good is probably not the problem
since most homes the water heater and breaker panel are near each other. Even if the two are at
opposite ends of the home it may only be fifty feet or wire. At this URL there is a nice chart and
a voltage drop calculator further down the page. I plugged in numbers for a 50 ft 12 awg wire at
with 18 amp draw. The drop is less than 3 volts. WorthFlorida , May 27, A poor crimp or wire nut
connection could easily increase the resistance of the whole wiring system, but as has been
said more than once If the water heater asked for "more current and it was not available" the
circuit breaker would trip because of overload. They are two completely different situations. I
would question HOW you tested the heater's circuitry, because, to be simplistic, it takes more
than a light bulb with two wires attached to it. Joined: Dec 28, Occupation: "retired" and still
building and troubleshooting Location: northfork, california. Our code calls for 10g copper and
a 30a breaker to the WH. Seems like too large a breaker to me. But If its a short run, the 12g and
the 20a breaker obviously operates the unit. You very likely have one element, likely the lower
one burnt out. Or your switch is not sending power alternately as called for to the elements. I
have had elements that were internally missing an inch or so of themselves, but did not trip the
breaker or cause any extra amp draw. Still can't figure that one out. Pretty much have to put a
clamp on ammeter on the feed to the element to see if its pulling power, and use an ohmmeter
to see if its shorted or intact internally. I will venture that MANY plumbers and even electricians
are hard pressed to correctly test a water heater. Much easier to just say it's 15 years old and
it's gonna blow any minute now. I have a 30 gallon electric water heater, cheapest made, that I
added monster anode to, and rewired to have both elements on at the same time - it heats a
huge house with radiant heat. They have no place for the calcium that builds up on the elements
to drop down into for later removal, and the specialized elements are 20x the cost of the dime
store w unit. And gas water heaters? I suppose with the 'free' natural gas now available in the
USA, its not an issue for the masses. Once you have it installed, the energy use costs easily
favor gas, and usually can recoup the extra installation costs, even with the somewhat higher
standby losses. The newest ones are required to be more efficient, which helps, too. You'll
typically have faster recovery rates and higher first hour delivery with gas unless you've got a
commercial electric WH and large elements. If you had to pay for running new gas service in,
the price of energy may never recoup the savings verses using electricity, but it all depends.
Right now, where available, NG is a bargain. Joined: Jun 16, Location: South Carolina. Kayleigh
Bohannan , Jun 16, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Similar
Threads: Wiring requirements. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Boiler, Little wiring help. Wiring two electric water heaters in series to one electrical
circuit. WH40 Timer - v and v circuit wiring. Water Heater wiring, Please help. I need to know
what black and white wires connect to the source and the black and red wires that connect to
the heater. Thank you. Application: Wiring a Baseboard Heater and a Thermostat. Estimated
Time: Depends on personal level experience and ability to work with tools. Installing and Wiring
an Electric Baseboard Heater. Installing a Baseboard Heater Circuit : Wiring a baseboard heater
thermostat and electric panel circuit then wiring connections for the installed baseboard wall
heater. Instructions for converting baseboard heating radiant heating. Guide to Home Electrical
Wire. Electrical wire type s and parts used for home projects with electrical code information
serves as selection guidelines. Home electrical wiring includes volt outlets and volt outlets and
receptacles which are common place in every home. See how electrical outlets for the home are
wired. Name required. Email will not be published required. Get a Quick Reply! Ask an Electrical
Question. Click here to cancel reply. Bathroom Light Switch Wiring Diagrams. LED Lights and
Transformer. Estimated Time: Depends on personal level experience, ability to work with tools,
work with electrical wiring, and the available access to the project area. Important: Modifying
existing electrical circuits or installing additional electrical wiring should be done according to
local and National Electrical Codes, with a permit and be inspected. Wiring your Philippine
house. Philippine electrical wiring. As part of our project to build our house in the Philippines,
we had to learn about Philippine residential electrical systems. As with our other writings, we do
our best to chronicle our missteps as well as our successes, so that our readers get slice of

reality about coming to the Philippines and building a house, not a fairy tale. Our pole-mounted
meter. From the standpoint of electrical engineering theory, the Philippine system is similar to
that used in the U. From the utility pole to the residence panel box we have one or two load
wires and neutral conductor. We have a ground earth provided by the homeowner. Looking at
how things were done when we built our Philippine house may help other considering house
building in the Philippines to get an idea how things are done here. One final note. The
Philippine electricians we have met have been quite professional. Wage rates are negotiable
and far more reasonable than in your home country. We hope this essay will be of help in
making you a more knowledgeable home builder. First, some background. This from Schneider
Electric helps explain the purpose and nature of each of the three conductors. This simple
model is appropriate for DC systems but does not work for an AC system because the flow of
the power is continually reversing direction with a frequency of 50 or 60 times per second. From
the point of view of the equipment or the power source, the source and return wires are
constantly being interchanged. In fact, no equipment can tell which wire is which! It is easily
demonstrated that the two power wires to any piece of AC equipment can be interchanged
without any effect on function. In fact, in Europe [and the Philippines], the plug on a piece of
equipment can be plugged in either way! Therefore it is connected directly to the grounding
third wire. In essence, then, two of the three wires at the wall receptacle are actually grounded
wires, one being used for power flow, and the other connected only to exposed metal parts on
the equipment. The grounding of the neutral wire is not related to the operation of electrical
equipment but is required for reasons of safety. There are two main types of residential
electrical service in the Philippines. In Manila, Iloilo City and other large Philippine cities,
residences are supplied with volt, alternating current, 60 cycle power. Circuits in the residence
are generally wired to supply VAC to outlets using the two VAC load wires, much the same as a
heavy appliance dryer, hot water heater etc. However, it is possible to wire in VAC circuits and
outlets by using only one of the load wires and a neutral. These V outlets are seen in hotels,
some condos and other places which expect American visitors. Visitors must keep in mind that
the Philippines uses the same style of wall outlets as you see in America, but that the outlet is
supplying V, not V. Plugging a V appliance into a V outlet will generally destroy the appliance.
There may be areas around the big former U. This consists of one VAC load wire and one
neutral wire. This is not impossible as many utility transformers are recycled from the U. It will
be difficult to find parts and service for these imported V appliances. Much of the rest of the
world runs on VAC but 50 cycle rather than 60 cycle found in the Philippines, creating a problem
in importing some European appliances for use in the Philippines. How can you identify the
type of power system you have? Our comments below mostly apply to areas in the Philippines
which supply residences using a single volt load wire and a neutral wire to your residence. They
are not fully applicable to urban areas using two volt load wires including Manila or to systems
around former American military bases. Our residence is located in a rural location served by an
electrical cooperative so we have a V two wire electrical supply. The utility feed cables on the
right are from the pole, one black load wire and one un-insulated neutral wire. The black and
green feed wires on the left go into our attic and through conduit to our panel box. Again, from
the fact that there is only one load wire, we can guess that we have a two wire v. Our duplex
feed cable is a 6 AWG load wire which is insulated and wound with an un-insulated neutral wire.
Both are aluminum. We had to pay for the duplex wire extending from the meter to our house.
We paid about P17 per meter for this cable at Western Lamp, an electrical supply house in Iloilo
City. Also note that the utility feed is aluminum whereas the panel feed wire is copper. The two
have to be spliced together at the weather head. Ideally this is done with a special compression
splice and splicing tool because copper and aluminum have a different coefficient of expansion,
plus the two materials are subject to electrochemical reaction. While the default service drop is
the 6AWG aluminum cable, we recently replaced ours with 4AWG aluminum cable to better
accommodate a new 2HP air conditioner. Remember that all resistance losses from the meter
are paid by the homeowner. We paid about P30 per meter for each strand of the 4AWG cable.
We were happy to tear out and replace the old 6AWG wire which had several splices with
heavier cable all connected with crimp connectors. The total cost for replacing the 60 meters of
service drop was P3, If there are any electrical engineers out there, they could calculate the
difference in resistance losses between the larger and smaller service drops. Readers have
pointed out that since we were splicing aluminum to copper, bimetallic crimps should have
been used. At the bottom of each electrical pole is or should be a ground rod which is
connected to the transformer and to the line serving your house. Many Americans considering a
move to the Philippines want to know if they can get volt power in the Philippines and whether
or not they should bring their volt appliances with them. If your residence has the two-wire volt
system, volts is not going to be available except by means of a step-down transformer inside

the house. Step down transformers generate heat and waste power, but are quite popular in the
Philippines and available in almost all hardware stores. There is no right answer to the question
about bringing appliances from the U. Items used only infrequently, say a food processor or
sewing machine, it might make sense to bring. We would not bring Items in constant use, such
as a refrigerator. We have seen Filipinos using v power tools, dragging around a step-down
transformer. Bob sold his power tools before leaving the U. Just remember that electrical plugs
in the U. Foreigners from places other than the U. Step-down transformer. It plugs into a volt
receptacle and provides volt power. Some expats have bought and installed their own power
pole transformers and have been able to get v that way. This is an expensive option, possibly
more expensive than buying new v appliances. We have seen above that the utility drop cable
attaches to the house wiring at the weather head. Now to follow the wiring from this point to the
panel or circuit breaker box. Our electrical engineer originally proposed a amp panel box for our
house. He probably did this because he was designing for a foreigner who would have hot water
and air conditioning throughout and every conceivable electrical appliance and gadget. We
went to the engineer and informed him of our plans and he agreed to a amp panel box using 2
AWG wire. Even with a amp panel box, at volts we have an almost 25KW capacity, far in excess
of any load we can possibly use. Our 2 AWG cable is designated as 30mm sq. This cable is
expensive. Undersized cable is often used. Our electricians were astounded that we were using
such heavy cable in a residence. There are charts available which specify the required size of
conduit. Cable overcrowded in conduit can overheat. The main feed cable has come into the
attic through the weather head. In this photo, the workers are feeding the wire through plastic
conduit. The main feed cable does not go directly to the panel box. It first goes to a switch
allowing the panel box to be supplied by the electrical utility or, in the event of a power failure,
by a backup generator. This switch ensures that no power from the generator can flow into the
utility lines, placing utility workers at risk. It also allows us to put the switch in a neutral position
where no power from either source is flowing to the panel box. This allows us to safely work on
the panel box without having the utility company remove the meter. This photo shows the
double-pole, double throw switch which switches between utility company power and power
from our generator. The capacity of the switch is amps. Our generator hookup is the simplest
and cheapest kind. Power from our utility comes in at the top of the switch. Power from the
generator when running comes in at the bottom. The middle terminals connect to the panel box.
Normally, utility power flows through the DPDT switch to the panel box. During a blackout, the
switch is changed to the lower position and the generator is started. With this simple set-up,
power from the generator flows to all circuits. After the generator is running, we have used one
of our air conditioners powered by the generator without a problem. There are more complex
switching systems which automatically determine which circuits will be active when the
generator is being used. There are also systems in which the generator automatically starts and
automatically switches over when a blackout occurs. An automatic system would improve
security at times when power goes out at night and one has the choice of going outside in the
middle of the night to start the generator or to stay inside a dark house, hoping the security
lights, air conditioners and fans will come back on soon. Above is a snapshot of a generator
switch which uses a separate circuit and breaker for circuits which are energized when the
generator is running. Also the knife switch is in a box, a good idea! We did install battery
operated emergency lights to illuminate our front porch and garage during power outages. This
brings us to a discussion about panel boxes. Panel circuit breaker boxes boxes vary in quality,
the number of circuits they can handle, the type of breakers they use and so forth. We are far
from being panel box experts, but we will share our experiences. Some of the panel boxes at
hardware stores even had aluminum buses. It should be noted that these brands are not
necessarily cheaper than GE brand breakers sold at specialized electrical supply stores. If you
go to an electrical supply outfit which caters to electricians, you find a wider range of products
with better quality and lower prices. The counter staff at these places can be quite
knowledgeable. Always ask for a discount, especially if you are buying in quantity. Plug in
breaker showing panel box copper bus bars. We bought a good quality twenty-circuit panel box
with a sturdy copper buses for about P4, at Western Lamp in Iloilo City. This box uses GE-style
plug-in breakers. We were offered a choice between a panel box using plug-in or bolt-on
breakers. As we will see, that was a mistake. This type of panel box is really engineered for use
with the v three wire type of system but can be used with the v three wire systems too. In a v
three wire system, the two main buses each carry v. The buses on the plug-in panel boxes have
a zig-zag type of arrangement which works well if your two buses are hot and you have separate
neutral and ground busses â€” such as in the U. When you plug in a single-pole breaker you
connect to one bus and end up with a v circuit. If you use a double-pole breaker you connect to
both buses and get a v circuit. However, if you have a v two wire supply, you will use one of the

buses as a load bus and the other as a neutral bus. This works fine except that you have to
carefully check the polarity of your circuits to be sure the neutral wires always connect with the
neutral bus. The maximum capacity of the plug in breakers is amps, so if you need a panel box
with a larger capacity, buy one designed for bolt-on breakers. Further, in Iloilo City single-pole
breakers are not available in the plug-in style. We strongly recommend a panel box with bolt on
breakers. Here is when we got into trouble. We decided to use single-pole breakers. We only
had one load wire. So, we bonded the two panel box busses together and made them both hot
with v. We would use single pole breakers protecting the load wires and tie the neutrals to a
separate neutral bus. This simultaneously converted our twenty breaker double pole box to a
forty circuit single-pole box. Not really. Since we found that single pole breakers were not
available for our plug-in panel box, we looked at double pole breakers and they seemed to be
two single pole breakers tied together. We cut the links on the handles and wired up our panel
box. Everything seemed to work just fine. Panel box wired single pole. Note that only the right
bus was used. Gradually, we learned that circuit breakers are much more complicated than we
thought. Breakers provide protection for both instantaneous large surges in current short
circuit and lower, longer term overages from an overloaded circuit. The assumption that the two
halves of DP breakers can serve as SP breakers proved to be very wrong. The double-pole
breakers are NOT just two single pole breakers physically joined. We found this out the hard
way when we had a total short in one of our circuits and the 20 amp breaker did not trip, but
instead melted a 12 AWG wire. This must have been a huge overload, far beyond 20 amps. We
then tested the breakers on a test circuit. We found that only one side of our double pole
breaker provide short circuit protection. Presumably, breakers made to be used as single-pole
provide both protections in a single breaker, as do double-pole breakers used as a unit. We
decided we were not so smart after all. Since we had a plug-in type of panel box for which
single-pole breakers are not available, we had no choice but to wire our plug-in style panel box,
as many local electricians do, using double-pole breakers. We took out the link we had installed
connecting the two panel box bus bars and bought new double-pole breakers. Now, one of the
buses was hot, the other bus was neutral. When a double pole breaker is installed, one pole of
the breaker protects the load wire and one the neutral wire for each branch circuit. Our electrical
supply store only sells GE brand breakers. Almost all U. The breakers for the U. There may also
be internal design differences between the breakers used in the U. Breaker engineering is way
beyond our comprehension. Therefore, we do not recommend bringing breakers from the U.
The part numbers of the locally sold GE breakers are not the same and we are not certain if they
are designed to work properly with v two wire systems. Perhaps, after being burned literally!
Perhaps they are available in Manila? Single-pole GE breakers are available for bolt-in panel
boxes. These should work fine on a panel box made for them but, as we have said, we have
decided to follow local wiring customs after our earlier misadventure and given the fact that we
had already installed a plug-in type panel box. Panel Box wired using double pole breakers, one
pole load, one pole neutral. On the three wire systems, the electricians must install a panel box
using double-pole breakers. On the two wire systems they can use either single or double-pole
breakers. What is the point on spending more to install double pole breakers? Unfortunately, we
bought and installed a plug-in style panel box and ended up with no choice but to use double
pole breakers. Starting from scratch, we feel the best option for the V two-wire systems is a
good bolt-on panel box using genuine GE single-pole bolt-on breakers. One last, but important
part of panel box installation is proper grounding. While the neutral line may be or may not be
grounded at the base of the utility pole, it is essential that the residence have its own grounding
system. This can be in the form of grounding pipes or rods. The Philippine v two wire system is
called a multi-ground system because it depends on a distribution ground provided by the
utility company and a protective ground at each panel box. This rebar leads underground to a
mass of rebar in the base of the footer and ultimately to all of the rebar and concrete of the
house. A 6 AWG copper conductor runs from the clamp to the panel box. One advantage of the
rebar ground being in the attic is that it is protected from the corrosion or damage risk outdoor
ground rods are prone to. Most Philippine houses are not wired with three-prong, grounded
outlets. Most outlets have only a load wire and a neutral wire. The quality of grounding of the
neutral wire can be uncertain due to improper earthing at the pole or in the residence. When you
touch them with bare feet on a tile, you become the ground. Since bare feet on tile are a
pleasure of Philippine retirement, this is best avoided. Sometimes proper polarity is not
maintained in the wiring. Make sure the neutral white wires in branch circuits are attached to the
neutral bus in the panel box. Otherwise the metal parts of an appliance may be connected to a
hot wire rather than a neutral. Unfortunately, it is typical for appliances sold in the Philippines to
lack a grounding prong on the plug. The rusty plug shown above not only does not have a
grounding lug, the blades are identical, so that it can be plugged in without regard to the

polarity of the outlet. Generally, outlets have one wider slot and one narrow slot so that plugs
can only be plugged in in one way. This is to ensure that the polarity of the appliance
connection is correct, that the neutral rather than hot wire is attached to the metal case of the
appliance. We ran a separate 14 AWG ground wire to each outlet. This wire connects to the
ground bus in the panel box and from there to our earthing system. The neutral and ground are
bonded in the panel box and only in the panel box. This neutral to ground bonding is a must.
Appliance cord with unpolarized plug and ground lead. We hardly ever see grounded three
prong plugs on appliances sold in the Philippines. We suspect that a very small percentage of
these are ever connected. For that reason, the ground wire is more of a fig leaf than a real
solution. Generally we have found that if the neutral wire is well grounded earthed , these
shocks are less common. These grounding leads should always go to a ground earth not a
neutral. The best approach may be to cut the original 2-prong plug off of the appliance cord and
install a grounded plug, making sure that the polarity is correct. Even if the neutral and hot
wires are correctly connected, a shock hazard still exists unless exterior metal parts of the
appliance are not grounded via a separate ground wire. Above is a photo of a pretty old brass
fixture. Although the polarity of the two conductors is correct, you will get a vicious shock if
you touch this lamp because one of the load wires is frayed and touches the brass case. The
barefoot retiree on a tile floor makes an excellent ground! If this lamp had the metal parts
connected to a grounded outlet, the breaker or GFI would trip. Since the panel box only came
with a load and neutral buses, we added a ground earth bus. We were able to buy a very nice
brass ground bus to add to the panel box. The green ground wire from every circuit is
connected to this ground bus. An added ground bus in a panel box. The 2 10 AWG wires bond
the ground bar to incoming neutral utility conductor at the knife switch. GFI protection in
mandatory in much of the world but is expensive and not often seen in the Philippines, despite
the fact that electrical shocks and electrocution are a common events here. In the meantime,
keep in mind that ordinary circuit breakers are not intended to protect humans from many of the
most common types of shock hazards. A properly operating breaker is intended to carry loads
without tripping, loads which could easily electrocute a human being. Circuit breakers protect
circuits, GFI devices are designed to sense faults and trip fast enough to prevent fatal shocks.
Our house plan called for four lighting circuits, eight outlet circuits and two circuits for our two
split air conditioning units. Three of the outlet circuits are dedicated circuits as required by the
electrical code, one for the refrigerator, one for the water pump and one for the washing
machine. We wired our branch circuits using stranded 12 AWG 3. A fifteen amp breaker and a 12
AWG wire have a nominal capacity of 1, Watts on a v circuit and 3, watts on our v system. If we
had used 20amp breakers, our circuits would have a capacity of 4, Using the 15 amp breakers
on 12 AWG wire gives us a very considerable margin of safety, but plenty of capacity for any
combination of appliances we can imagine on any single circuit. It was our electrical engineer
who specified using stranded rather than solid wire for our branch circuits. Stranded wire is
somewhat easier to work with and stands up to situations where the wire is flexed, better than
solid wire. If you are going to use stranded wire you have to be sure to buy switches and outlets
designed for stranded wire. Stranded wire has a larger diameter than solid wire of the same
capacity and therefore will not fit properly into most outlets and switches. Most but not all
switches and outlets are labeled as to the type and size of wire they can accommodate.
Fortunately, the widely available and excellent Panasonic Wide Series switches and outlets are
designated for and work well with stranded wire. We used a mix of Panasonic and Royu outlets.
The Panasonic outlets are much better and much more expensive. Our switches are Panasonic
and Anam. Anam is a mid-priced Korean brand which seems to be of very good quality. If you
are using stranded wire and on a budget, Royu makes a low cost outlet WD and WH with screw
terminals which works quite well with both solid and stranded wire. Mistakenly, we bought
Anam switches which were made for solid wire. Our electricians used them but cut off strands
of wire so that they would fit into the switches. Since we used 12 AWG for our lightly loaded
lighting circuits, we have plenty of capacity even with the cut strands. We did all of the outlet
wiring ourselves using outlets made for stranded wire, so we are confident there are no
problems with these. Panasonic Wide Series â€” OK with solid or stranded wire. These Meiji
outlets also worked well with stranded wire. We tinned the leads. The neutral leads should be
white not red. This was just a photo to show the Meiji receptacle. The above photo shows the
interior construction of a Royu brand outlet left and Panasonic brand outlet right. The cheaper
outlets do not seem to be the same quality but less expensive. The Panasonic housing and
contact are quite a bit heavier. The Panasonic outlets grip the prongs of the plugs so strongly
that we have pulled the outlets out of the wall when trying to remove a plug. Commercial
buildings in Iloilo almost always use Panasonic outlets and switches. There is lots of poor
quality electrical gear sold in the Philippines. Below is a plug made with brass-plated steel

prongs rather than brass. It does not take long for the prong to start corroding. The capacity of
the circuit will be reduced. This is not a problem restricted to the Philippines. Corrosion of
electrical components in the Philippines is rapid, another reason to buy quality products for
your own house. If you buy a pre-built house in a subdivision, did the developer use good
parts? Rusty plug with non-polarized blades prongs. The quality of electrical parts on offer is
generally poor. This brings us to the mechanics of running conduit for our branch circuits.
Having a detailed electrical plan is essential. In the Philippines, the branch circuit wires are
generally run from panel box to outlet to in plastic conduit. We used individual load, neutral and
ground wires of THHN Thermoplastic High Heat-resistant Nylon-coated wire in conduit, which is
similar to what is used in commercial installations in the U. When embedded in the floor or
block walls, the conduit is 25mm rigid plastic. In the space above the ceiling, the wires generally
run in flexible plastic conduit. The Philippine system of running conduit in the walls can be
pretty horrifying when you first see it. Basically, the house is built without much regard to
electrical or plumbing runs. Then, when it comes time to run wires, channels are hacked into the
hollow block to accommodate the electrical conduit. The house can look pretty massacred
before the thick finishing coat covers all construction sins. Ideally, conduit runs should be
anticipated and conduit should be cast into beams so that the beams do not have to be cut later
to accommodate the conduit running to the lighting and ceiling fans above the beams. Above:
before pouring a tie beam at the top of the wall above the location for the panel box, the workers
place eight pieces of electrical conduit through the form for the beam. This will provide a path
from the panel box for the circuits in the ceiling, mainly light fixtures and ceiling fans. We
should have used larger conduit. All of these shown are overstuffed with wires, not an ideal
situation. Utility boxes which will contain switches are half buried in the hollow block wall.
Boxes are plastic with brass inserts for the mounting screws. These electrical conduits were
buried in the concrete floor. The genius of this system is that wires can be replaced if necessary
by pulling them through the conduit embedded in the floors. For this to work, there can be no
shortcuts. The wide arc conduit elbows must be used. There are no electrical conduit tees. The
blue-color water system fittings can be used with the electrical conduit, but such use may well
defeat the ability to pull new wires as the bends are too sharp to pull through. These outlet
circuits embedded in the concrete floors are quite safe from gnawing rodents. These photos
show how wiring is installed in the attic or ceiling area. This wiring feeds ceiling light fixtures,
ceiling fans, some outdoor lighting and our split air conditioners. Wiring is in flexible plastic
conduit. The silver protrusions are the tops of recessed lighting. The four stubs of plastic pipe
protruding through the top of the wall now carry coax cable to CCTV cameras at each corner of
the house. Except for table lamps, all lighting is recessed, no ceiling fixtures or chandeliers
except in the bathrooms. We are very happy with the clean look of the recessed lighting, so
many exposed fixures are ugly. After three years in our house we had two recessed fixtures in
our kitchen ceiling fail because mice or rats chewed through the short, thin wire leads powering
the recessed lights. They did not touch the THHN conductors which are in conduit. Our theory
is that a thin layer of grease from the kitchen went up through the recessed fixtures and coated
the wires. This made them attractive to the rodents. Since our attic and roof structures are all
cement board and steel, the fire hazard should be minimal. We have various circuits running
outside the house; weatherproof outlets on the porch, circuits to the bahay kubo bamboo guest
house, circuits to lights on the perimeter fence posts, circuits for security lighting, circuits for
porch lights, circuits for the carport, circuits for outdoor split air conditioning compressors and
so forth. All of these must be anticipated and conduit leading outside installed before the house
floor is poured. This panel of switches controls all outdoor lighting; front and rear gate lights,
lights at each corner of the house, and sodium vapor lights in the garage three way and yard.
Our outdoor security lights can also be controlled by this Panasonic timer switch which is wired
into our panel box. We bought this industrial duty switch after having a couple of hardware
store electronic timer switches fail. This allows our lights to be on when we get back after dark
and to shut them off at dawn, even if we are still sleeping or away from the house. We installed a
Watt high pressure sodium light in our yard. It lights up the whole neighborhood. Our neighbors
who raise corn like it as sometimes miscreants sneak in and steal their corn. We installed this
Watt high pressure sodium lamp in our garage. These lamps are made to illuminate highway
tunnels. Please take time to read the many comments below. Take the information here as
hypothesis, not gospel. We are home owners, not electricians or electrical engineers. Please
feel free to offer comments, suggestions and corrections. Notify me of follow-up comments by
email. Notify me of new posts by email. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your
comment data is processed. Privacy Policy. The transformer serving our house. Duplex cable
from meter to weather head. Splice crimping tool. Ground rod at pole. Running the entrance
cable in the attic. Subpanel for generator. Bolt on breaker. Diagram of panel box with staggered

bus. Grounding clamp on rebar in attic. Royu Outlet receptacle. Outlet labelled for solid wire
only. Conduit in place before pouring concrete. Conduit cut into hollow block wall. Conduit will
be imbedded in concrete floor. Flexible conduit in attic. Recessed ceiling light fixture.
Panasonic timer switch for security lights. HP Sodium yard light. It lights the yard quite well. HP
sodium tunnel fixture. Capabilities were increased in terms of controllable lamps, solenoids,
gameplay, and sound. System 80 marked a foray into double and triple level playfields, speech,
and multiball. Unfortunately, it also represented a lateral step in reliability, with battery
corrosion, connectors, and bad grounding plaguing the design. Nearly all the same issues as
were present with the System 1 platform. The exception is that the large ground plane used with
System 1 games was no longer used behind the boards with the System 80 games. Thus, if a
single ground connector failed in the chain, the logic ground could fail for one or several of the
circuit boards. In turn, transistors and chips would fail. The System 80 platform was used for a
total of nine years from During this period, there were three main versions of the boardset.
System 80 was used from , System 80A was used from , and System 80B was used from The
easiest way to differentiate between the three versions is by looking at the style of displays
which were used. System 80 used 6-digit displays for scoring, and in some instances, for bonus
values or timers. System 80A used 7-digit displays for scoring, and 6-digit displays for bonus
values or timers too. Both the 6-digit and 7-digit displays were limited to displaying numeric
values. System 80B differed the most by using two digit alpha-numeric displays, which were
stacked on top of each other. Shortly after the onset of using the System 80B boardset, it was
evident that the complexity of playfield designs had quickly outgrown the boardset. Remote
satellite boards, and transistors littered the underside of the playfield and inside the cabinet,
because the driver board was too undersized to handle these extra duties. A new boardset,
known as the System 3 platform, was under development, but was not released until nearly 4
years later in Gottlieb tended to publish a lot of game-specific information in parts catalogs.
These have exploded diagrams of assemblies, particularly in earlier games that had the thinner,
much less helpful manuals. Playfield parts, lamps, and switches are all diagrammed out. These
also have collected service bulletins. Reprints are available from Pinball Resource. Paper sizes
A up through F were used. A specific connection uses two parts - a prefix and a suffix. The
prefix is the board number or an inline wire junction, and the suffix is the connection on the
board or a sequential wire junction number. When referencing a specific connector pin within a
housing, a dash follows the connection number. There are several other board designations
used, however, they change from game to game. I state most cases, because there are some
wires which only used two colors - the green insulated ground lines which have a single yellow
trace, or only one color - the white ground wires used in System 80B games with no trace at all.
Does the color chart look familiar? Well, if you have an electronics background, it should. Here
are some examples of the color coding system. The color wire code for switch strobe line 0 is
The ground lines in early System 80 games are code There is one word of caution, which should
be pointed out. If the connections on A1J2 and A1J3 are being replaced, there are wire colors
on these connections which are very similar. Although each wire is located on a different
housing, please proceed with caution, as it can be difficult to see all three traces without
spinning the wire around. The wires which come to mind are and on A1J2, and and on A1J3.
They are, from pin 1 to 19, and right-to-left backwards as you view the front of the connector as
installed on the MPU Unused switch matrix circuits are left wired. There are a total of 8 switch
strobes and 8 switch returns. However, not every switch in the matrix is used on every System
80 game. Just like the System 1 switch numbering system, the System 80 switch numbers have
a similar naming convention. Except, the System 80 switch numbering system is the opposite of
System 1. If you are accustomed to working on System 1 games, pay close attention. An
example would be switch Switch 54 is located on strobe 5 and return 4 of the switch matrix.
These switches are typically not listed in the switch matrix portion of the manual. You have to
review the cabinet schematics, and decipher what switches use what return and strobe. So,
below are the "missing" switch assignments for any Sys80B. All the info applies for Sys80 and
Sys80A, except the two advance buttons, which weren't used prior to Sys80B. The switch
assigned for the tilt on Black Hole is Note: The coin door slam switch is not part of the switch
matrix. The only way to change the language displayed is to install the correct language ROMs.
With this simple modification, a game can be set up for free play. First, identify the diode strip in
the bottom of the cabinet. Once the diode strip is found, locate the credit button and coin switch
strobe line wires. The wires will be located on the left of the diode strip - the non-banded side of
the diodes. Below is a list of the wires. Solder a small lead wire from the credit button wire to
any of the coin switch wires. The wires will change to different colors on the other side of the
diode. You want to solder to the side of the diode non-banded with the color wire specified
above. Make certain that the diode, credit button wire, and coin switch wire are still soldered

securely to the diode strip terminal when finished. If soldering is not an option, use a small
alligator clip test lead. Now, when the credit button is pressed, a credit will be incremented and
decremented. A game can be easily started without the need to open the coin door to trip the
coin switches anymore. System 80A and 80B machines use diode boards with edge
connections, which are typically located on the cabinet wall near the left flipper cabinet switch.
Jumpering the diodes on System 80A and 80B games do not give the intended free play results
of jumpered System 80 diodes. This is attributed to how the diode boards are physically placed
differently in circuit with respect to the switches. The picture at left ties the center coin chute
wire Green-Orange-Orange to the credit button wire Green-Yellow-Yellow. There is no method to
implement free play for System 80A games at this time, other than "stacking" the credit button
switch with one of the coin drop switches. A System 80B game does not have a built-in free play
option available, so the fallback option to add credits is usually to open the coin door and trip
the coin switches. However, there are a couple of methods that can be used to avoid doing that.
Locate the diode board used for all of the coin door switches. Remove the diode board. Add a
jumper between pin 4 and pin 10 of the diode board on the solder side of the board, this can be
done on the component side instead. Make certain that the jumper is soldered onto the banded
side of the diodes. This jumper essentially ties the right advance button on the front of the
cabinet to the center coin switch. Now, when the right advance button is pressed, credits will be
added to the game. There have not been any ill side effects observed when the right advance
button is pressed while scrolling through characters used to enter high score initials. An
alternative method that achieves the same result is to use a jumper wire with minigrabber ends
and clip them on to the bottom of the 4th and 9th diodes from the right on the front of the board.
This requires no soldering and you don't even have to remove the diode board. Another option
is a free play ROM, produced by a group of kindly fellows in France. By burning the revised
image into a , and installing the new ROM on the daughter card, the game will now be on free
play. Their implementation notices when zero credits are on the game and the credit button has
been pressed. The new code then adds 20 credits to the game, and starts a game. Note this
switch has no credit function Depending on the particular game, the self test button may be
mounted on a bracket located on the coin door or just inside the cabinet near the coin door
hinge. Upon pressing this button, the 4-digit status display used with System 80 and System
80A games will display " 00 " in the credit window. Pressing the self test button again will
advance to the next step in the bookkeeping. There is an option to bypass all of the
bookkeeping functions, entering diagnostic mode directly. To achieve this, the self test button
must first be pressed. The status display should now show " 16 ". Diagnostics 16 - Lamp test 17
- Coil test will cycle and display coil number of coils used in the game. Coin counter coils, if
installed, are excluded 18 - Switch test. The displays will cycle through each digit 20 - Memory
test. An example of a ROM image checksum error or perhaps a ROM memory access error
displayed during test 20 is pictured at left. If you have followed the procedure to combine the
original game ROMs into a single , this error message is an indicator that the checksum of
either the 1st half or the 2nd half of that ROM failed. Replace the ROM. After entering either
mode, pressing the self test button will advance through each step in the appropriate mode.
This applies to all versions of System 80 platforms. The following also applies to all System 80
platforms. To exit bookkeeping or diagnostics, the slam switch or tilt switch can be triggered.
Equally, waiting 60 seconds will reset the CPU back to attract mode. This is probably the only
benefit in keeping the slam switch functional. However, considering the sometimes strange side
effects, which can arise from a maladjusted or malfunctioning slam switch, disabling the slam
switch would probably the better approach. The following only applies to System 80B lamp and
solenoid tests. A little known fact is that the lamp and solenoid tests can be "paused" on a
single lamp or single solenoid. To stop whichever item is being tested during lamp or solenoid
test, and repeat the test on the particular item, simply push and hold in the left advance button
located on the front of the cabinet, as shown in the picture to the left. The left advance button
can then be released, pressed, and held in again to step to the next item in the test. This is a
particularly nice feature, because the lamps and solenoids or relays tend to be pulsed rather
quickly in test, and cannot be observed very well, until the test repeats itself. This style power
supply is used for all System 80 and 80A games from Spiderman to Ice Fever, and is the source
of the following:. This process is now handled by a bridge rectifier and a large filtering capacitor
located on the transformer panel. The System 80 power still employs a crowbar circuit for the
logic power, which protects from over-voltage situations. Although these power supplies are
fairly reliable, there are some drawbacks to the design. This in turn will limit the life expectancy
of the other electronic components on the board. Equally, the heat sink must be removed in
order to perform component level repairs to the board. The voltages generated from this board
are:. There are two different variations of this power supply. The electronic components were

screwed to a block of wood, which is located on the left wall of the lower cabinet. Conducting
tests and repairs to this style power supply can be awkward and difficult. This change occurred
during the run of Amazon Hunt. Note: The generation 1 and generation 2 sound board power
supplies are not pin compatible. One could be exchanged for the other by rearranging
connections of a 9-pin molex connector. However, this is not recommended. The System 80B
platform uses two separate boards to supply power. This design change is mainly due to the
single display board, which rectifies the high voltage on the board itself. Although, removing
the heat sink is not necessary to work on the board, this power supply has its own set of issues.
First, it does not have a crow bar circuit. If the LMK voltage regulator fails, and fails whereas the
voltage increases drastically, it can destroy electronic components on the other circuit boards.
Secondly, it's not as bad, but heat is still dissipated throughout the board. Third, the adjustable
potentiometer pot on the power supply is prone to failure, due to dirt, dust, and contaminants.
Finally, it is typical for the header pins on the input and output of the board to develop cracked
solder joints. The two latter problems can easily be overcome, and will be addressed in the
Recommended Repairs for the System 80B Power Supply Board section below. Starting with
Rock, the second power supply is added, and is referred to as the auxiliary power supply. The
primary functions of this board is used to power the sound board, and amplify the audio output.
This sound amplifier board is used in concert with MA and MA sound boards. A breakdown of
the voltages supplied by the auxiliary power supply are as follows:. Edge connections were no
longer used. The System 80B board uses a 1K ohm, 2 watt resistor at R8. Bone Busters Inc. A
connection was made between pin 12 and the intersection of R1 and R2 to connect the audio
output of the second, less populated sound board to the amplifier circuitry. No other game used
pin 12 or this configuration. The System 80 CPU board is a based microprocessor system. U2
and U3 code changed with the System 80A platform. The game code "personality" augments the
basic operating system PROM s. Battery-backed memory for audits and adjustable game
parameters is added via a x4 bit CMOS memory at Z5. Each RIOT in turn controls it's own
"subsystem" to drive these devices. There are four generations of the System 80 board. All of
the CPU boards can be easily identified by their revision numbers notated just below the
operator adjustable dip switches. It works perfectly in all System 80 MPUs with one
modification. Pin 36 BE is the "bus enable" input which allows external control of the 65C02
busses. Pin 36 is unused by original s and not connected to anything on System 80 MPU
boards. Simply tack soldering a 3 - 3. The first generation CPU is used in the first 5 System 80
games, and is marked with the following:. This board uses two masked PROM chips for the
game code. An example of this naming convention is shown in the pic to the left. The "X" in this
case designates a code revision. With the change of U2 and U3, this board can be used in
System 80A games. The board could potentially be used in a System 80B game with many
modifications, and the addition of a daughter board, however, it is not recommended. This
generation of board has a trace layout error that was corrected by a cut and jumper which
moves the trace that terminates at Z5 pin 20 from Z36 pin 10 to pin 9. The "skeletal",
semi-populated board scans can be very useful when having to replace or follow traces on a
CPU board. The chips are typically labeled with the three digit game model number. In this case,
the number following the slash is the code revision number. The board could potentially be
used in a System 80B game with many modifications, and the addition of a daughter board,
however, it again is not recommended. This board is essentially the same as the second
generation board, except an eyelet ground trace was placed just above Z33 on the board. This
ground trace was never used. All information which applies to the second generation CPU
board, applies to this board. The third generation CPU is backward compatible, provided the
same is done to it as the 2nd generation board. This board is the same as the third generation
board, except the U2 and U3 masked ROM chips have different code, and are now socketed. The
PROM 2 socket is no longer populated on the board. This board is forward compatible with
System 80B, provided all of the above outlined modifications are performed. Out of all the
System 80 CPU boards, this is the most compatible with System 80B, due to using the same
base circuit board. Even though the base circuit board is identical to the fourth generation CPU
board, it's being named the fifth generation board, due to all of the major changes. The U2 and
U3 masked ROM and sockets have been replaced with a piggyback daughter board soldered via
header pins mounted in the U3 position. Most of the related display segment and digit chips are
no longer populated. This is due to the single display board handling these functions on its own
board. Equally, jumpers have been placed where Z19 and Z21 once resided. The fifth generation
CPU is backward compatible, after the daughter board has been removed, and the missing
display chips populated. The only difference between these two boards is a cut trace on the
component side and a long trace wire added on the solder side from the E3 jumper to pin 35 of
TC1. It's just matter of how much work must be done to modify each board. U2 is labeled "R" on

the center line. The top line is the part number, a ROM. The bottom line is the date code, in this
case, the 15th week of U3 is labeled "R" on the center line. The bottom line is the date code, in
this case, the 12th week of The System 80 Driver board is responsible for all controlled lamps,
relays, and all solenoids in the game. Although the driver board went through some minor
changes over the years, the same board can be adapted for all of the System 80 platforms. To
control the games' total of 52 lamp circuits , the interface provides "device select" signals for
each of the s Quad-D Flip-Flops on the driver board, and 4 "bits" of data that is loaded or
"clocked" into a particular via the aforementioned device selects. Relays such as the game
over, tilt, and coin lockout relays are controlled by Q1, Q2, and Q3 respectively. The tilt and
game over relays use the same designation for the System 80B platform, however, the use of a
coin lockout relay was abandoned by this time. L12 is driven by Q To control the games'
solenoids circuits , the driver board uses signals directly from the CPU to enable transistors on
the driver board which turn on up to 9 solenoids. Starting and ending with the System 80
platform, games from Spiderman to Haunted House , three transistors were reserved to drive
optional mechanical coin counters. These mechanical coin counter solenoids and associated
transistors are: solenoid 3 Q54 , 4 Q55 , and 7 Q Starting with the System 80A platform, Devil's
Dare , these transistors were no longer reserved for coin counters, and were used for other
functions. Equally, the 3 diodes associated with these 3 transistors were changed to 3 zero ohm
jumpers. See below for S16 and S The sound S16 and S32 signals are also repurposed lamp
outputs. Robo-War repurposes lamp 4 to S Note that S16 is not consistently implemented
across the System 80 family. Note also that references to the usage of S32 are difficult to find.
These boards are commonly referred to as "chaser boards" or "lamp chaser boards". The
reason for either of these nicknames is because these boards are used to control lamps for
effect. They are either placed in the backbox or under the playfield. With later System 80B
games, they were located in the lower cabinet. Location is typically dependent upon what lamps
are being controlled. The aux. The only signals needed for an aux. There are several different
variants of auxiliary lamp driver boards used. The earliest versions use MPS-U45 transistors to
control a maximum of three lamps per transistor. Both 15 and 30 lamp versions 5 or 10
transistors of this board exist. It is assumed this is due to a the cost or lack of MPS-U45
transistors during production. Either of these style of boards are interchangeable with one
another. Finally, there are some boards used in later games which use 2N transistors. These are
designed to control 67 flashlamps, but this is not always the case. This style board was used to
control lamps also. These boards are equally compatible with previous designed boards, when
used as a complete, drop-in replacement. A viable replacement transistor for the 2N is the TIP
The main difference between any of the auxiliary lamp boards is the amount of transistors used
to drive lamps, and the resistor R13 used to control the rate at which the lamps flash or "chase".
A table of auxiliary lamp driver boards used on most games is shown below. Several of the
sound boards cross platforms too. Out of all of the sound boards used, there is really only
about three base units total with variations made to each one. The first System 80 sound board
is capable of sound only. However, there are a couple of differences between the two boards.
Finally, the pin outs for the System 1 sound board and the System 80 sound board are
completely different. If this is done, bad stuff will happen. Unfortunately, there are two chips on
this style of board which are very difficult to source. The two chips are not cross-compatible
since they each have different code embedded in them for each game system. In addition to
being used in early System 80 games, this sounds-only board was also used in the export
versions of Black Hole, Volcano, and Devil's Dare. If the sound board is missing or cannot be
repaired, there are daughter boards and aftermarket boards available. A daughter board called
the " MIOT adapter " is a replacement for the chip for both System 1 and System 80 sounds
boards, produced in Germany. Although Pascal does not have US distributors, Big Daddy
Enterprises , sometimes has these sound boards available too. Images below capture a factory
original Sounds only board prototype, complete with cuts on component side and jumpers on
solder side. Note the sound ROM marking of "", the game number assigned to the System 80
Hulk prototype 10 units built. Also note the "extra" 24 pin IC labeled in the center of the board.
This IC is not present on production versions of this board. Just a guess, but since this board
has a installed vs the production 40 pin IC , the appears to be ROM space to drive the sound
program. Starting with Mars God of War, the second System 80 sound board has the capability
of speech. There is a RIOT used also. The downside to this board is the now rare LMS amp and
SC phoneme speech chip are both difficult to acquire. There are approximately three renditions
of this board. Each will be marked with BX. The "X" denotes a suffix of 1, 2, or 3. If the board has
wire wrap or resistors added to the solder side of the board, do not assume that it is some sort
of diabolical, weird hack. These were recommended upgrades either done by the factory or out
in the field. With each higher revision number, less wire wrap and resistors are present on the

solder side of the board. However, each board revision typically has some degree of wire wrap
added to it. Schematics corresponding to the -1 revision of the board can be found in the Mars,
God of War and Volcano manuals. Schematics corresponding to the -3 revision of the board can
be found in the Black Hole and Haunted House manuals. In doing so, they used the same B
base board as the most current sound and speech board. The SC speech chip socket in
addition to the 74xx TTL chips, one of the LM op amps, and discrete components associated
with the speech circuit were not installed on the board. By the time this board was first used,
the LMS amp was too costly and difficult to source. The solution was to add a single-side,
piggyback board as shown in the picture with a TDA amplifier and other necessary components.
If this board is installed in a game where the sound and speech board power supply was not
modified, the guarantee of destroying the TDA amp is inevitable. This "new" sound board was
first used during the production of Amazon Hunt, and continued until Tag Team Pinball. The
main modification of the board was the addition of a piggyback board. Two other noteworthy
modifications are an added factory trace wire on the solder side of the board, and a cut trace
between pin 8 of U7 and a header pin on the component side of the board. Both of these
modifications should remain intact for the board to function properly. The benefit of using a
double-sided board is the decreased chance of cracked header pins, where the header pins
attach to the underside of the piggyback board. And now for something completely different.
Well, not really. It is based on the CPU architecture, but uses two s instead of one. Two
momentary push button switches are present on the board - SW1 and SW2. Upon pushing SW1,
the sound board should output a single blip tone. SW2 is used to manually reset the CPU on the
sound board. A bank of 4 dipswitches is located adjacent to SW1. Dipswitches should always
be off, while dipswitch 4 should remain on for proper function. The MA board is essentially the
same as the previous sound board, except it uses 2 separate. Some other obvious changes are
the omission of momentary test button SW1, the omission of the 4-bank dipswitch, the omission
of YROM2 socket. In addition, a socket is sometimes populated at position S4 and neither AY
orator chip is populated. Momentary test button SW2 is still preset, and is still used to manually
reset the board's processor. The S4 socket has been added on some boards, and is used to
transfer data via a ribbon cable to an auxiliary sound board MA or MA It is based on the MA
sound board, but it is a stripped down version with much fewer populated components. System
80 games use a dual speaker system. Some games, like Haunted House, have two speakers in
the lower cabinet. System 80A games may have two speakers or just one. The last few 80B
games, where the speaker panel is located above the translite, use three speakers total 2 above
the translite and 1 in the lower cabinet. Display test is step number 19 System 80 games. After a
"9" is walked through all displays, the cycle starts again with "0". Display test is step number 19
System 80A games. Each display lights every position, and advances through all of the
numbers starting with "0" and ending with "9". Once "9" is reached, the process starts over at
"0" again. System 80B games introduced the 20 alphanumeric character dual line display
module. These displays evolved over time. The two large ICs found on this board Rockwell
segment driver and Rockwell digit driver are long obsolete and very hard to obtain. Other
components on the board are readily available. Should one or more of these diodes fail, the foil
trace on the board sometimes acts like a fuse, and burns itself up. The picture at right shows a
board that experienced this failure, along with a jumper to repair the damaged trace. This type
of display used two sets of. Display test is test number 20 for System 80B. In doing this, all
possible segments of all the display digits are lit at one point during display test. Apparently
games locking up on location was an issue with System 80 games. The reset board was created
to resolve this issue, should the game lock up, and no one is present to manually reset the
game by shutting it off and turning it back on. As long as someone can turn the game off,
should it lock up, there is no need to keep the reset board connected. In most cases, the aged
reset boards are more troublesome if allowed to remain connected. If not using the reset board,
it's advised to add this resistor to the back of the board, as shown at right. If using connector
AP2, do not add the 3. Doing so will change the effective resistance to 1. The reset board
connector also has a 1N diode soldered to it. There is no need to add this diode to the MPU
since it's part of the reset board function. The chances that you have one if these that exhibit
symptoms is quite slim. When attempting to troubleshoot a malfunctioning or non-booting
game, there are a few initial steps to perform before diving into more serious troubleshooting.
These steps may help address a number of common issues before proceeding to some of the
more specific problems that can occur with system 80 games. Connectors, connectors,
connectors!!! Cleaning or burnishing connector contacts is not a viable option to ensure a
game's reliability. Poor or missing connector contacts have a cascading effect too. The end
results of bad connector contacts can be, but are not limited to:. So, it is very important that the
connector contacts are shiny, have proper spring tension, and are properly crimped for the over

all reliability of the game. Random, flaky issues which happen either sporadically or all the time
are attributed to poor connector contacts in nearly every case. A common poor practice is to
sand the card edge contacts to the bare copper as shown at left. While this may alleviate issues
in the short term, longer term the copper will oxidize and cause more problems. All copper
oxidizes. Copper is beautiful on building rooftops when first installed but oxidizes to a light
green patina over time. Card edge contacts will do the same thing. If the card edge contacts
aren't bright and shiny, they can be cleaned off with a pink rubber eraser or lightly scratched
with a fiberglass pencil. This will remove oxidation and grime without harming or thinning the
finger contacts. If the contacts are corroded due to battery damage or have divots in them,
lightly sand them, then re-tin them with a thin coat of solder. Either suck the excess solder off
with a solder sucker or when heated, wipe the solder off with a rag. Avoid heating the card edge
contacts too much as they will detach from the PCB. Replacing connectors in a pinball machine
somehow adopted the term repinning. Repinning a System 80 connector housing isn't too bad
overall. On a difficulty scale of 1 to 10 1 being the easiest to do compared to all other makes and
platforms made, System 80 connector replacement is about a 3. One benefit regarding the
System 80 IDC housings is that they are reusable. Below are the steps to remove the connector
from its housing. Sometimes the connector comes out, and sometimes the wire pops out of the
connector. If the latter, use a small jeweler's screwdriver to gently pry the very end of the
connector against the rectangular opening in the connector housing. You're trying to get the
IDC "ears" of the connector to clear the housing. Sometimes the connector will easily come
right out. If it doesn't, use small needle nose pliers, and grab the "ear" of the connector, and
pull it out. Some system 80 connector housings are "double sided" edge connectors. All of the
connector housings that are double sided are black from the factory blue colored housings are
typically Jamma connectors used as replacements, and do not apply to this section of this
guide. To remove pins from these connector housings, you need a pricey yet effective tool
called a Molex contact extraction tool, commonly referred to as a Molex extractor. The Molex
part number for the extractor is , and can be purchased from Great Plains Electronics or other
electronics vendors. Slide the extractor behind the pin to release the "tang" that holds the pin
in. Firmly grip the wire and pull the pin out of the connector. A YouTube video of the repinning
process can be found here. Some System 80 and most System 1 connectors do not have the
slot for depressing the pin ear. Most guides as in the previous section recommend purchasing a
somewhat pricey tool to insert into the connector and depress the ear. This procedure is
tedious and takes a bit of practice. If you have a decently equipped shop which includes a drill
press, repinning these connectors using the following steps might be easier for you. Using this
procedure, you can expect to replace each pin in less then a minute. The newly installed pins
ears will correctly lock in place regardless of the holes. There are 33 discrete signals which
pass from the CPU board to the driver board via this connection. The remaining signals are for
lamp, solenoid, relay and sound control. Without decent connections, lamps, coils, relays, and
sound can either lock on or not turn on at all. This is an easy upgrade since spare connection
positions are available in the connectors that lead to the correct edge contacts on each board.
Crimp a pin to each end of each wire. The connectors at each end should face opposite
directions. Doing this will avoid twisting the wire as you insert the pins into the connector
housing. In the picture below, the red wire carries 5VDC, blue wire carries logic ground. These
colors were chosen for illustrative purposes only. Any color wire will do, of course. To address
this problem, it is important to examine each connector to ensure each pin is clean, and making
solid contact with the card edge conductor. The ultimate and recommended insurance is to add
an additional wire from each board's ground to a common ground point. Historically, the
recommended location to join separate board grounds is at the power supply. That ground is
then connected to the ground strip or transformer assembly in the cabinet bottom. These
ground upgrades were initially recommended and published on the Internet by John Robertson
of John's Jukes. Another design decision was to provide separate ground wires for groups of
lamps and coils on the driver board. There are several variations used to tie the driver board
lamp and solenoid discrete ground wires to the ground plane. Once all of the board grounds
have been installed, tie them all together to a single point, as shown at left on a Gottlieb System
80 or 80A game. Here, one of the screws on the power supply is a handy attach point. Note that
the coating on the cold plate at that screw point should be sanded bare, as discussed in step 9
of this procedure. Then, run a lead from the heatsink to the lower right bolt in the backbox. This
bolt will have the factory ground straps secured to it. Make certain to sand or use a Dremel to
remove the anodized coating from the heatsink where the grounds will be connected. With the
grounds all tied together at the power supply, tie that ground to the ground strip in the cabinet
bottom. In the picture at left, the wire joined to all other grounds at the power supply is tied to a
cabinet ground point in this case the speaker housing. Cabinet ground points generally have a

green wire with yellow tracer attached. The bottom board ground strap is where all grounds
should come together for System 80 games. As seen in the adjacent pic, the grounds on Alien
Star were attached discretely on the transformer panel. These ground lines did not pass
through a Molex connector like games before or games after. These connections, if the pins in
the connectors are in good shape, are solid and do not require upgrade or modification. These
connections consist of two sometimes three small boards each with two gangs of 9-pin male
connections. The boards are fastened to the left side of the transformer panel's metal chassis.
One problem with this is that the 9-pin female connection becomes loose, and in turn, ground
connections become intermittent. Another problem is the male pins on the boards suffer from
cracked solder connections. One common symptom of poor ground connections is multiple
solenoids not functioning. If removing the 9-pin Molex plug from the ground board, rotating it 90
degrees, and reconnecting it causes non-working solenoids to function, the ground
connections are bad. Whether or not this test proves that the ground connections are bad, it is
highly recommended to improve the ground connections for future reliability. The purpose of
these changes is to remove one potentially failed connection out of the equation. The grounds
will then be secured directly to the transformer chassis via solderless eyelet crimp connectors.
Below are the steps to properly upgrade the grounds. Ground connections used on System 80B
games from Arena to Bone Busters are the not as bad as the previous design, however, they are
still unreliable at times. These connections consist of two small boards with three pin. The
boards are fastened to the left side or back side on newer games like Hot Shots of the
transformer panel's metal chassis. One problem with this is that the header pins get cracked
solder joints, and in turn, ground connections become intermittent. If removing the pin Molex
plug from the ground board, and reconnecting it at a different header causes non-working
solenoids to function, the ground connections are bad. Like the previous section, these ground
upgrades were initially recommended and published on the Internet by John Robertson of
John's Jukes. If your System 80 or early System 80A game still has the original, orange 12VDC
filtering capacitor in the cabinet bottom, it should be replaced. Replace it with a new capacitor,
valued from uf to 12,uf and at least 25V. Don't forget to acquire the right sized bracket to secure
the cap to the bottom board. A very nice replacement for this capacitor, specified at 12,uf, can
be found here. This capacitor filters the rectified 12VDC which is supplied to the power supply
board for regulation down to 5VDC which is used by the every board in the game, including the
MPU. Solid 5VDC power is critical for the game to operate properly. Hence the need for a
properly working cap. One problem with the System 80 power supply sporadic, inconsistent, or
missing voltages. The game may be fine one minute, while the next minute, it loses voltage s
completely. One of the main culprits for this is cracked header joints. Between vibration and the
heat dissipated by the heat sink, header joints have a fairly high failure rate on System 80 power
supplies. The fix is to disassemble the power supply as seen in the next section , and replace
the stock round header pins with square headers. The System 80 Power Supply board is a
pretty tough bugger. Still, after years of steady operation, they do fail, and they require
refurbishment. The test point values are silk screened on the System 80 power supply board.
Ground, or "common" is also labeled. Given that the parts to refurbish the power supply are
cheap and readily available, and that taking the power supply apart is a bit of a pain, a good
strategy is to replace all failure prone parts, whether the parts have failed or not, to avoid
disassembling the power supply more than once. Once fully assembled, reinstall the power
supply into your game. Power your game on, looking for the two LEDs to light. If they do not
light, you have rework to perform. While measuring the 5V test point, adjust the 5V trim pot to
about 5. That's it! You're done. Note: once you connect the other boards to the power supply,
the 5V may sag some. Measure the 5V across the electrolytic cap just to the right of the MPU
power connector. Using the 5V trim pot, adjust the 5V power to between 5. Step one to
improving power supply reliability is to replace the original ohm 1 watt adjustment pot. This
procedure can be done easily without removing the large heat sink. A replacement sealed pot is
recommended, but not completely necessary. Next, remove all the old solder from the all of the.
While not a frequent occurrence, the voltage regulator will sometimes fail. If the voltages
measured are less than 1VDC, the grounds for the power supply located at the transformer
panel will more than likely need attention. Once the grounds at the transformer panel are better
secured, recheck the voltage at the power supply. Measure power at the J2 male headers first.
Once within an acceptable range, turn power off and reconnect J2. Circled areas are where to
drill the two holes for the LED. Any color of LED can be used, but red or green are preferred.
Views of the holes drilled for the LED looking from the front and rear of the System 80 driver
board. Wiring of the resistor and LED. Notice the location of the flat side of the LED. Any color
of LED can be used, but red or green is prefered. Whenever the machine is on, the LED should
be lit, indicating the auxiliary lamp driver board is receiving power. Wiring of the resistor and

LED on the rear of the board. In the picture of the wiring on the back foil side of the board, the
resistors top to bottom are:. All four LED's installed on the front of the board. Notice the
location of the flat sides of all the LED's. Wiring of the resistors and LED's on the rear of the
board. All four LED's installed on front of board. The flat cathode side of the LED will be
soldered to the top end of the 10k 2 watt resistor. Be sure to keep all component leads pressed
down as close to the foil traces as possible to prevent shorting to the metal frame when the
board is re-assembled to the metal frame. There is very little clearance between the board and
the metal frame when everything is re-assembled. The lower end of the resistor will be soldered
to the foil trace that goes to connector J3, pins 4 and 5 ground. Put a short piece of heat shrink
tubing or sleeving over that lead to prevent it from shorting to the trace it crosses over. Now
carefully bend that lead of the LED down onto the correct foil trace as shown in the pictures and
solder it. This completes the wiring. The new LED should be lit at all times the machine is turned
on. This board was used in early System 80 games such as Panthera. The volts is generated on
this sounds only board by receiving ac power input on J1 pins 3 and 4. You can measure the
volts by connecting your volt meter across zener diode CR5 1NA. If the F2 fuse blows at power
up, there is one overlooked problem that is good to check. This could also apply to 80B games,
but a different fuse may blow. On the transformer panel, there is a pair of cement resistors are
soldered to a solder tab, which is screwed down to a small square plastic post. Check to make
sure that this has not been moved to another screw hole in the metal of the transformer panel.
Screwing this line to the metal of the transformer panel ties one of the AC lines to ground. It is
likely that the bridge rectifier will test good as soon as the solder tab is moved to the correct
place. There are a large and varied number of reasons that a System 80 MPU will fail to boot.
Unfortunately, as has been said before, "this is not a Bally world". Some System 80 games
exhibit a "thunk" upon power up. The symptom is unpredictable in that swapping either the
driver or the MPU board might change the behavior. The "thunk" can be suppressed via a
process detailed here by John Robertson. As an alternative to John's approach, another
method has been developed. The method employs the use of a reset generator tied to the CLR
leg pin 1 of the appropriate flip-flops those that control devices that "thunk". The reset
generator is added to the front of the driver board in the upper right hand corner. There is a
"star via" in this location. Solder should be removed from the star via exposing a through hole.
Next, two very small holes should be drilled into the board on either side of the via. Make certain
not to drill through traces on the solder side of the board, and that neither hole touches the
"star via". Next, scrape the solder mask from the two thick traces on the solder side which pass
closest to the star via. These traces terminate at capacitor C1 on the driver board. The center
leg RESET will pass through the star via, while the outer legs will go through the newly drilled
holes. The flat side of the reset generator should be facing the components on the driver board.
Next, bend the GND and 5V legs of the reset generator onto the appropriate traces where the
masking was scraped. Next, the traces on Z3, Z4, and Z5 should be cut between pin 1 and pin
This is the wide trace at the very top of the chip. Additionally, there is a thick trace to the right of
pin 1 on Z4 which must be severed. After cutting this trace, pin 16 and the isolated trace must
be tied together with a jumper. This connects 5VDC to pin 16 of Z4. Once this modification is
completed, the coils associated with these chips will no longer be pulsed when the game is
turned on. Like the modification which John Robertson lays out, it may not be necessary to
isolate pin 1 of Z3, Z4, and Z5 for every game. The game over and tilt relays will still pulse briefly
upon turning the game on but that behavior is generally acceptable. Isolating pin 1 of Z1 and
tying pin 1 to the reset line of the reset generator will resolve this residual behavior. Note that
the trace wire shown in the pic on the right could have been routed more elegantly. This was in
part due to an afterthought in having Z3 tied to the reset generator. Since the "thunk" is really
just a minor irritation, most owners do not think that the resolution is worth the effort. However,
on some games, the thunk can be very annoying by pulsing the ball release coil under the lower
apron. The result is a ball being served into the shooter lane, before the MPU board even boots
up. Other reset generators may be used as long as the pinout of the legs is observed. Shown at
left is a snippet of the datasheet that explains reset generator part numbers. The installation is a
bit different as is shown in the adjacent pictures. Some erratic boot issues have been observed
with the following games: Hot Shots, Bad Girls, Big House, and Excalibur, however, the list of
games may be more extensive. The issues included are a locked on display with garbage
characters shown, no display illuminating at all, sound board not booting LED stuck on , locked
on lamps, no controlled lamps, locked on coils, etc. The source of the problem seems to stem
from the fluorescent tube starter located in the backbox. It is unknown why exactly this anomaly
occurs. Removal of the starter should resolve the booting issues. Worst case scenario, remove
the v panel fuse on the transformer panel use for the fluorescent light circuit. Unfortunately, this
is the only resolution known at this time. Certain game settings, high score thresholds including

high score to date , audit information, and bookkeeping information are all options which are
saved when the game is powered off. And unless some kind soul, who worked on your machine
before, either removed the battery and mounted it remotely away from circuit boards, or just
plain removed the battery, there will be some variety of a 3. So, what's so bad about having a
battery on the CPU board? Well, nothing really, unless it's forgotten, and in most cases, it is.
While you let your pinball machine sit unplayed for weeks, months, or even years at a time, the
battery remains perched on the circuit board like a ticking time bomb. The battery is like a
ticking time bomb, because it is a threat to the overall health of the electronic components,
traces, and connectors attached to your CPU board. Now that I have your attention regarding
the whole battery thing, let's talk about the battery, and what happens. It's not that some
batteries were born on the wrong side of the tracks or anything. Any good battery can go bad
without much warning. It takes time, but eventually you will find that your battery has crossed
over to the "dark side". That particular time is typically when you turn your game on, the lights
come on, and that's it. The displays don't light up. The start up sounds don't resonant. And, the
silver ball stays in its comfy little home. So what happened? The pinball machine worked fine
the last time you played it. Well, while you were out having a good time and enjoying life, the
poor, aged, neglected battery decided to wreak havoc all over the reset section, clock section,
or possibly more regions on your CPU board. The CPU battery spewing its guts all over the
place is akin to the batteries in the flashlight you haven't turned on since the last power outage
a year or two ago. You go to turn on the flashlight when you need it most, and find out there's
something wrong. So being the curious type, you open the flashlight's battery compartment
only to find some kind of blue-green funk leaking all over, or the batteries now look like they
need a shave. The resolution to the flashlight scenario is pretty simple. Throw it away, and buy
a new one. Your CPU board problem can be resolved the same way, except it will be a lot more
costly, and is not recommended to just pitch it in the trash. If the battery damage to the CPU
board is not overly extensive, attempt to repair it. It's unfortunate, but every battery has a life
expectancy. Probably the worst culprit of board destruction is the Data Sentry pack, and its
associated knock-offs. This battery comes in a black rectangular plastic package. Another
battery pack style which looks very similar to the NiCad battery packs found in "old school"
cordless phones. It is actually three small NiCad cells wrapped separately in an orange poly
material, which is wrapped in a outer white poly material. These don't leak nearly as badly, but
they still have the potential to fail. The final common battery style is a what looks like an AA
battery on steroids. This style is a fraction longer and fatter than an AA battery's physical form,
and has two soldered leads on either end. If you find one of these, it means the battery was
previously replaced. The good news is that this battery is newer than the original. However, the
same results of battery seepage can occur. The only benefit of this type of battery is that it can
be carefully cut in most cases from the board without removing the board from your game. This
is a plus if no battery damage has occurred. So what happens if you don't heed the above
warnings, and the battery is allowed to remain on the board? It's only a matter of time. Equally,
the path of destruction is uncertain. Batteries don't just leak - they release caustic, alkaline
fumes. These fumes attack wherever there is copper, even tinned or soldered copper. The end
results are:. In all cases, the affected components are less conductive. If battery damage has
occurred, the related parts must now be replaced. Attempting to remove soldered through
components on the circuit board is now even more of a task. Battery damaged solder does not
flow like clean solder. Also, crimped connectors are more difficult to remove from their
housings, and have a tendency to break before they can be successfully pulled out. After all the
effected electronic components are removed, the board must be treated. This process starts by
sanding the traces and solder pads until shiny copper is exposed. It is worth mentioning that a
battery damaged board can be treated by bead blasting instead of sanding, however, most
people do not have access to such a machine. A small brush like a toothbrush can be used to
scrub the board's area. The purpose of introducing an acid to the effected area is to neutralize
what the battery has left behind. The liquid and fumes from the battery are actually a base, not
an acid. Next, rinse the area of the board with water. Once the board is clean, isopropyl alcohol
the higher the alcohol percentage the better is applied to the same area to rinse away the acid
bath, and hopefully dissipate any remaining water. Finally, the board is either blown dry or air
dried. Most liquids are conductive to some extent. After the previous steps are performed, the
task of installing the new components begins. If any traces or solder pads were damaged, see
the Repairing Traces portion of this Wiki guide on to to fix them. The point I'm trying to
ultimately make is this If not, the board can be damaged, nonfunctional, and become more
difficult or even impossible to repair. All batteries leak. They are like ticking bombs. It is merely
a matter of when they will leak and possibly damage sometimes irreplaceable boards. The
memory cap can also be installed in the two leftmost holes, where the Ni-Cad battery formerly

resided. The negative lead of the memory cap will then have to be tied to the negative ground
through hole of the MPU. If you find that the battery has leaked, alkaline damage can be cleaned
up, traces repaired, and new components installed with kits available from several sources,
including Great Plains Electronics. The DS has a typical trip point of 4. Remove all reset section
components, clean up residual alkaline damage, add four jumpers, and install the reset
generator as pictured below. After jumpers and the reset generator are added, make certain
there is continuity between the three legs of the reset generator and the appropriate locations
on the circuit board. Below is a list of the reset generator legs and the board locations. Pin 1 of
the reset generator is the left leg, when the flat side of the unit is facing towards the user. Reset
circuitry replaced with the much simpler Dallas Maxim The same image, but with indications of
jumper locations yellow dots and where to install the Dallas Maxim , flat side facing the bottom
of the board. Note: View at full resolution. If a reset generator with an internal pullup resistor
MCP series is not available, an MCP reset generator can be installed. The easiest location to
install the resistor is between the through hole where the top leg of Q4 was, and through hole
where the bottom leg of Q2 was. Adding the external pullup resistor is the only additional step.
Failure to add the pullup resistor will result in the reset signal not going high, and the board will
not boot. If the CPU thinks that the slam switch is not closed, the CPU will not complete the
boot process, instead booting into a mode where the displays flicker all zeros at a very rapid
rate System 80 and 80A. See the image here for a depiction of what you'll see. That is, the
switch must be closed for the machine to operate normally. When a brute kicks the machine, the
slam switch will open from the inertial force on the weight attached to the switch, and the slam
switch will open. Since the CPU is on the bench, we need a way to have this switch closed at all
times to properly test the board. Additionally, slam switches themselves fail. It's a good idea to
implement this change as a preemptive fix for slam switch failures. The slam switch can
effectively be permanently closed by making a small solder bridge across two traces to the right
of Z26 which is on the lower right side of the CPU board. To permanently close the switch,
remove the solder mask by scraping with a sharp knife or screwdriver. Create the solder bridge
between the two now bare traces. This change will connect pin 13 of Z26 to ground,
permanently closing the switch. An alternate method of achieving the same results is to solder
a clipped resistor leg across the bottom of capacitor C30 and resistor R20 , both immediately to
the left of Z Do not perform the slam switch modification on these games. This includes the
following games:. It is the weighted switch located on the coin door. There is some confusion
that the ball roll tilt and weighted tilt switch on the playfield are slam switches. They are not.
These switches along with the pendulum tilt are all tilt switches. That connection is a two-sided
solder joint that can fail. As can be seen in the picture at right, these same header pins connect
to the daughter board via a single sided solder joint. Since the daughter board is cantilevered
over both the former location of U2 and U3, pressing on this board over time commonly results
in fractured solder joints as seen, right at the single sided joint and sometimes at the two-sided
joint. Typical symptoms of fractured solder joints at this location are failure to boot, random
resets, and random lockups. Sometimes pressing on the daughter board will "fix" the issue
temporarily. This is a sure indication of cracked solder joints. Correction of this issue is easier
said than done. And, if you do not possess the tools, skills, and experience to desolder the
daughter board, this task is best left to a professional pinball circuit board repair technician.
Desoldering the 24 male header pins from the delicate solder pads without damaging the pads
or pulling traces is non-trivial. Great Plains Electronics produced a better replacement daughter
board. This board is designed to be installed in both the U2 and U3 sockets, eliminating the
problem of board flex and cracked solder joints with the daughter board. Unfortunately, it is no
longer available. The board is also designed with redundant traces for all but a few of the
signals, as almost all signals are present at both the U2 and the U3 sockets. Pinitech has
another replacement option called Piggy Deux , but at the time of writing, it is not currently
available. This module fits into the TC1 test socket near top of the MPU, which saves a lot of
trouble by not requiring removal or repair of the original daughter board. It is far too easy for
inexperienced technicians to tear up the traces or eyelets at positions U2 and U3 when
attempting to remove the daughter board from the System 80B MPU. If the traces or through
holes are damaged, clearly they must be repaired. Below is a handy chart which can be used to
ensure continuity between critical parts. A great place to source power for your logic probe
while diagnosing the board is across the filter capacitor in the vicinity of connector J1. Connect
the black lead of your logic probe to the negative lead of the capacitor for ground. Connect the
red lead of your logic probe to the positive lead of the capacitor for 5V. The red lead can also
connect to E1, the vertically-aligned 5V jumper wire, below the chip. Take care to ensure that the
clips don't short to adjacent components. The MPU board is much easier to work on if it is
removed from the backbox and placed on the test bench. Obtain an old PC power supply. If you

don't have an old computer laying around, head on off to the thrift store and pick one up.
Remove the power supply from the case by unscrewing the appropriate screws. Be careful not
to unscrew the power supply case itself. Clip one of the connectors from the power supply wire
bundle and clearly mark on the power supply box the value of each of the colored wires from
the power supply. Typically, the yellow wire is 12V, red is 5V, and the black is ground. Strip
insulation from the end of the red wire and the black wire as the System 80 MPU requires only
5V and ground to boot. Use alligator clips to connect 5v and ground to the appropriate J1
connection. I use larger alligator clips to make the connection easier. Mark connector J1 where
the positive and negative common connection is for the five volts from the computer power
supply. The ground connection is on the top of the connector, the 5V connection is on the
bottom. The image shows A1J1 with the markings. I took the picture with the board still
mounted in the machine. Connect the 5v supply with alligator clips to the positive connector on
J1 and the black wire ground to the negative connector of J1. The info from those responses are
summarized below. But many cannot. The clock oscillator circuit Z3 is one example of a part
that cannot be subbed. Also, some IC's have hefty loads and cannot be subbed some of the 's
and a Of course, substituting some of the parts will ripple through and allow others to be
substituted as well - but this can get quite convoluted. The side effects were the lower playfield
VUK would fire and partially lock on when the lower playfield 5-bank drop target would reset.
Also, the 5-bank drop target would continuously tried to reset when the lower playfield VUK
switch was closed. The issue acted as if there was a switch matrix issue, but there wasn't.
Alkaline corrosion may damage the board in such a way that it's advantageous to replace the
original quartz crystal oscillator with a TTL oscillator. The System 80 clock signal is produced
by a 3. Z2 divides the clock by 4, resulting in a clock signal of approximately KHz, which is
provided at pin 9 of Z2. Even games like Timeline will be minimally impacted. Z3 is still needed
for other functions. Leave it in place. Because we need the clock signal at pin 9, jumper from pin
8 to pin 9 at the original Z2 position. System 80 games sometimes exhibit "resets", especially
when high power coils fire. Assuming you've updated the power supply grounds and reflowed
or replaced the header pins on the Power Supply, there are a few typical causes for System 80
resets. A failed or failing reset board can cause resets. The reset board may cause problems all
of the time, or just when the game is under stress, like multiball. To see if the reset board is the
problem, disconnect it. If disconnecting the reset board resolves the issue, there are two fixes:.
When first trying to get a System 80A or System 80B game to boot properly, it is best to
disconnect the reset board until the game is working. Electrolytic capacitors C3 and C4 are both
uf 16 volts. C1 is a 47 uf 16 volts. Be careful when unsoldering these capacitors as the foil
traces are very delicate. The connector pins also develop bad solder joints so it is wise to
resolder it. Should one of these ROMs fail, you may be able to find a replacement, but they are
becoming more pricey, more difficult to find, and are still prone to failure as they age.
Modifications must be made to both the solder side and the component side of the board. See
the pictures below. Your MPU board is now configured for any System 80 game. Modify as
appropriate to match the file names you have. It is easy to use a at position PROM2 with an MPU
jumpered to use a for a game that normally populates that position with a Simply "double-up"
the ROM image, and burn it into a However, there is no mention of the factory modification
outlined below performed on CPU boards stamped MA Equally, should the user have an MA
CPU board, used in games starting with Chicago Cubs Triple Play and ending with Robo-War ,
this modification can be performed to use the board in the following games. Make certain to
inspect and tighten the screws which secure the 2N TO-3 transistors to the driver board. They
tie the transistor cases collector to the respective solenoid drive lines. If these cases are not
secured, the transistors will not function as intended. System 80 games have just nine
dedicated solenoid circuits on the driver board. Early on, a lamp driven transistor is used to
"pre-drive" the larger solenoid transistor. However, there are instances where a solenoid
transistor is used to pre-drive a remoted mounted transistor. Eventually, Premier got smart and
started mounting up to three transistors to PCBs, but only on later 80B games Arena and newer.
These PCBs were mounted behind the game's display board or on the side wall of the lower
cabinet. In some cases, primarily 80B games, the game's diagnostics will drive these transistors
during test. On System 80 games, under playfield transistors were originally 2Ns or 2Ns. The
failure rate of the original transistors tends to be rather high. Should one fail, it can be replaced
with its beefier siblingsâ€”2N or 2N An MJ will work also. System 80B games used a mix of 2N
transistors and MJ transistors for driving flash lamps and coils. A ground wire is always
connected to the tip of the transistor collector and leads to ground. The "emitter" should be
connected to the lug of the coil that has the non-banded side of the diode facing it
black-blue-blue in this picture. The "base" should be connected to the drive wire from the driver
board brown-red-red in this picture. Solenoids which use a remote mounted transistor cannot

be enabled by temporarily grounding the pre-drive transistor's tab to ground. This test is
typically performed to check the integrity of the wiring from the drive transistor to the solenoid.
This test however does not confirm if the drive transistor is good or not. Affected Black Hole
games were marked serial number to However, there were several games prior to and after
Black Hole, where a pullup resistor was never installed. And, don't always bank on the
playfields installed in a game being original to the cabinet's serial number. Case in point is a
recently acquired Black Hole where the main playfield had a factory pull up resistor for the ball
release coil transistor, but the 3 coils on the lower playfield which use remote transistors did
not have the pull resistors added. It is highly recommended to add this resistor. This upgrade
will decrease the chances of particular solenoids, which use a remote mounted transistor, from
locking on when the game is powered up. The 4. To rectify the issue, please refer to the Power
on Thunk section above. Gottlieb's implementation to control solenoids was, at a top level,
identical to every other game manufacturer. Power is present at the coil, sometimes routed
through the "Game Over" relay. A path to ground is switched on by a transistor which is
enabled by upstream TTL logic. These signals directly switch a path to ground on for one of the
9 designed-in solenoid circuits. As noted above, to accommodate game implementations
needing more than 9 solenoids, Gottlieb repurposed some of the lamp driver circuits, driving 2N
generally transistors either screwed to the bottom of the playfield, or located on dedicated
transistor boards. Solenoid problems can be divided into two simple categories, solenoids that
do not engage and solenoids that are "locked on". Correcting these two situations is discussed
below. First, note that not all solenoids are always tested by the built in solenoid diagnostics.
The first example of this is the coin counter solenoids numbered 3, 4, and 7. To avoid artificially
incrementing the coin drop counters, these coils are not pulsed. Other coils may be pulsed
during lamp test. This is most often the case with System 80B games, using repurposed lamp
driver circuits. A solenoid or flasher that is "locked on" is caused by coil power having a
continuous path to ground. Generally, a locked on coil will heat up, burn through the insulation
on the coil windings, and cause direct shorts between windings. This effectively reduces the
length of the wire and hence, the resistance. Once the resistance is reduced to less than 2 ohms
or so, the continuous current through the transistor and the coil cause both to be irreparably
damaged. For this reason, if you find a transistor shorted, check the associated coil. Likewise, if
you find a coil shorted, or with significantly reduced resistance ohms , check the associated
transistor. Be sure to test the associated pre-driver transistor too. The choice of which lamp to
use is the preference of the game owner. It is highly recommended not to replace or remove
lamps with the power to the game on. There are primarily two reasons for this. So in short,
change or remove bulbs with the game's power off, just to be safe. All System 80 games have
three separate lamp circuits, and some have a fourth. The circuits are comprised of:. Below are
several approaches used to determine the source of a lamp problem, and how it can be
resolved. The first thing when troubleshooting lamp problems, and this may seem blatantly
obvious, but determine whether the lamp is good or not. The bulk of all lamp problems are
simply burned out light bulbs. Always try a known good bulb as the solution first. Don't rely on
the bulb being brand new either. The ratio of brand new, bad bulbs is slim, but there is that
chance a new bulb is not good. A great way to quickly test a bulb is to use a dying 9v battery.
Don't use a fresh 9v battery, or you will shorten the life of the bulb. Find a battery that is roughly
putting out 7v - 8. An old battery from a smoke detector works pretty well. Place the tip of the
bulb on one of the battery terminals, and cock the outer metal casing of the bulb to touch the
other terminal. Orientation of the bulb with regards to the positive and negative terminals does
not make a difference in this case. Do not hold the bulb across the battery terminals for very
long. Just long enough to determine if the bulb's filament is lighting or not. You may also use a
known working socket to test bulbs in However, if there is no other option but to use a known
good socket for testing bulbs, the preferred method is to use a socket located in the backbox
lamp insert panel. Games that have not been played in a long time develop a film of corrosion
between the lamp "nipple" and the lamp socket which prevents conductivity. Simply removing
the lamp and scratching the nipple with something abrasive like rubbing it on the lockdown bar
receiver may fix many "lamp out" problems. In some cases, a light socket cleaning stick
available from the Pinball Resource here may be useful for cleaning the lamp socket. Next,
make certain there is power at the lamp socket. The game will have to be turned on for the
following procedures. If there isn't power at the lamp socket, suspect a bad fuse first. Keep in
mind that the playfield GI and backbox GI for System 80, 80A, and a few 80B games the first 3
80B games and the last 2 , have two separate fuses located on the transformer board in the
bottom of the cabinet. These are typically higher amperage rated fast-blo fuses. The backbox GI
on a System 80 game is always on when the game is turned on. If the backbox GI fuse is good,
and no backbox lights are lit, the inline connection which feeds the GI could possibly be bad.

Unfortunately, this connection is not standard from game to game. The playfield GI is always
powered on too, except when the game is in tilt mode. These switches can sometimes get bent
or misaligned. If the playfield GI fuse is good and the tilt relay switches are good, the inline
connections may be suspect. If the fuse to a particular GI circuit is bad, and continues to blow
every time a new fuse is installed, a short is probably causing the issue. A shorted lamp GI
circuit is probably the worst and most difficult lamp related issue to resolve. In most cases, the
GI power lines are uninsulated wiring, which make them susceptible to shorted circuits. First,
determine if the GI short originates on the backbox lamp insert or on the playfield. GI shorts on
the playfield are typically more common than backbox lamp insert shorts. Also, depending on
the game, star rollover lamps and kickout hole lamps are sometimes part of the playfield GI
circuit. Consult the game manual for these particulars. Although it can be a pain and time
consuming, the best approach is to remove all of the bulbs in the associated shorted GI string.
In removing all of the bulbs, we are trying to isolate whether the problem is a bad, defective
bulb, or one of the GI power lines is shorting. When testing a controlled lamp socket, the red
lead of the DMM now set in DC mode will be placed on the lamp socket mounting bracket. The
bare wire soldered to the lamp socket's mounting bracket is the power bus not the ground bus,
so be careful. The black lead of the DMM will be placed on ground. If working under the
playfield, the ground plate in the bottom of the cabinet is a good place to connect to ground. If
working in the backbox, find where one of the green wires with a yellow trace is screwed to the
metalwork, and place the lead on it. Depending on the game, System 80 side rails, lockdown bar
assemblies, and other associated trim metalwork, except the coin door, were not grounded from
the factory like Bally, Williams, and Stern. Therefore, using any of these as a ground reference
is not recommended. If there isn't any power at the lamp socket, suspect a bad fuse first. The
controlled lamp circuit has a separate fuse on the transformer board, and is normally a 5 amp
slo-blo fuse. If the fuse tests fine , there is a separate set of switch leaves on the tilt relay, which
pass the controlled lamp power to the playfield lamps. Inspect and adjust these switches if
necessary. If the controlled lamp fuse and the switches on the tilt relay both test good, there
may be an issue with the source power connection to the rectified DC circuit on the game
transformer board. If the fuse for the controlled lamps is bad, and continues to blow after a new
fuse is installed, suspect a bad controlled lamp bridge rectifier. The lamp bridge rectifier is
located on the transformer board. Before testing the bridge rectifier, try to isolate it as much as
possible. By isolating it, this will minimize the possibly skewed readings caused by attached
devices lamps and the power transformer. Two key things to do would be to remove the lines
which connect the bridge to the playfield and backbox lights, and remove the controlled lamp
fuse. Keep in mind that a bridge rectifier can fail in such a way where it may not blow the
controlled lamp fuse. Although, a failed bridge blowing a fuse is a tad more common than not. If
all of the above tests good, there may be a short on the controlled lamp bus line. This is not a
very common occurrence, but it can happen. Inspect the underside of the playfield for any wires
or brackets touching the controlled lamp bus line, which shouldn't be touching. Third,
determine if the lamp socket is good. Some games have been through the wringer, and the
sockets didn't hold up too well due to abuse, a damp environment, or other various reasons.
Start by turning the power to the game off. If the socket has some corrosion, try using a lamp
socket cleaning tool first. If a lamp socket cleaning tool is not available, a small wire brush used
for cleaning copper fittings, a rolled up piece of grit sandpaper, or a Dremel tool with a small
wire brush attachment can all be used. After the socket has been cleaned, place the bulb in the
socket for the following procedures. If testing a GI lamp socket, use the dying 9v battery trick
again. Remove the fuse of the particular GI circuit which the lamp socket being tested is
located. Connect the terminals of the 9v battery to the bulb socket with alligator clip leads. Be
careful not to short the alligator clips to each other at the battery's terminals. Equally be very
careful not to short the clip leads to an adjacent switch on the pinball machine, or anything else
for that matter. One clip will connect to one side of the socket, and the other lead will go to the
other side of the socket. Since this is a GI lamp circuit, other lamps in the string will be powered
by the battery. If the battery is connected to the string for too long, the battery will start to get
hot. The battery does not have enough power to light a string of bulbs for very long. The lamp
may only glow dimly, but that is enough to determine if the socket is good or not. Then remove
the fuse for the controlled lamp circuit. Clip one lead of the battery to the lamp socket mounting
bracket and the other to the solder tab. The orientation of the negative and positive leads of the
battery terminals makes no difference. Again, keep the battery connected just long enough to
see if the lamp lights to determine whether the lamp socket is good or not. So, the bulb is good;
the socket is good; there's power at the socket; and the lamp still won't light. Well, this
occurrence can only really happen if there is a controlled lamp involved. If all three of the above
things apply, it can only mean one thing - the bulb is not getting properly grounded, and will not

turn on. The source of this problem may be due to several different issues. But, it is best to start
at the bulb socket, and work backward towards the CPU board. Determine if the connector and
wiring from the output of the driver board to the lamp socket is good. While the wires are
usually solid, the single sided edge connectors are a frequent cause for loss of conductivity.
Simply "buzzing" the connection from the lamp socket back to and onto the driver board may
uncover the issue. With the power off, check the continuity between the solder tab of the lamp
socket and the collector right leg of the associated lamp transistor. Transistors fail "open" lamp
never lights and "shorted" lamp is constantly on. A simple comparison of "diode check"
readings between "same type" transistors on the driver board can identify failed transistors.
Driver board operation is pretty simple. LD4 and "strobes" the appropriate device select pin to
latch the LDx values into the Quad FlipFlop's outputs. These outputs then drive the associated
transistor s on, providing a path to ground for the lamp. That's all there is to it. Generally, the
MPS-U45 transistors drive coils, pre-drive coils via remote mounted transistors and 2Ns, or
drive more than one lamp. The 2Ns drive coils in some cases, not all 3 of these are used in a
game. The MPS-A13s generally drive a single lamp. MPS-A13 transistors are still widely
available and cheap. Although this will work, you must ensure that the transistor is driving only
a single lamp. This obviously limits the "portability" of the driver board. If Q22 were used to
switch anything other than a single lamp on, it will be destroyed. Substitute with caution. This is
always true. If the transistor tests fine, a gate on the may be bad, which is rare but does happen.
Use a logic probe on the input and output of the associated lamp gate to check definitively.
Again, comparing the signal between different drive pins can help identify a failed driver circuit.
If the connections, associated , and lamp transistors are all correct, the circuitry on the CPU
board is probably at fault. Again, using a logic probe to determine which component on the CPU
board has failed is the best course of action. If a single lamp is involved, or only a handful of
lamps with different lamp device select signals, suspect the lamps' associated drive transistors.
If a group of four lamps will not turn off, and they are all controlled by the same , suspect the
associated or the device select for that "DS" on the schematics. If numerous groups of four
lamps will not turn off, suspect the associated on the CPU board. If the lamps involved originate
from more than one group of device select signals, suspect the at Z25 or, backing up one more
step, the RIOT at U5. Flash lamps are 67 powered by the 24VDC solenoid bus. They are
controlled like any of the coils that have a under-playfield transistor. To step down 24V to a
more lamp-friendly 13V, the power is routed through a single 4 ohm 7 watt resistor for powering
paired flash lamps wired in parallel. An 8 ohm 5 watt resistor is used for powering single flash
lamps. On early 80B games, the power resistors are mounted to a small bakelite board under
the playfield up to 4 , and the transistors are mounted to a bracket up to 6. On later games,
starting with Arena, new PCBs were introduced that had the transistor, power resistor, and 4. If
lamps are locked on, or won't work, the remote mounted transistors associated with them have
failed. Generally, the pre-drive transistor on the driver board has also failed. For issues with
lamps controlled by the auxiliary lamp driver board, follow the troubleshooting section for
controlled lamps above. If either are missing, the potential for cracked header connections is
possible. Remove the existing solder from the header connections, and resolder the header
pins. System 80B games added quite a few special lighting effects. This is probably harkens
back to their electromechanical days. So, there are usually some creative, different ways used
to control lamps. For instance:. Diagnosing these is generally the same as other lamps, but first,
understand the peculiar arrangement for the game in question. The switch matrix simply
provides a TTL "low" pulse on a single switch matrix column, then listens for a "low" return on
the switch rows. Closed switches complete the circuit and enable a switch matrix return. Switch
returns are processed then the next column is strobed. The game software "debounces" all
switches to accommodate less than electrically and mechanically perfect switches. Since
Gottlieb uniquely used edge connectors instead of more common header pins, isolating switch
matrix issues to either the MPU or to the game wiring is not quite as easy. However, "jumping"
from a switch column to a switch row is possible using the same technique. If a single switch
closure is shown for each and every connection made, then the MPU circuitry is probably
undamaged, and the playfield wiring, switches, and diodes should be examined. If a switch
closure isn't registered, or more than one switch closure is reported, then the MPU circuitry is
damaged. The most prevalent reason for switch matrix failures is shorting high voltage i. As
always, it's inadvisable to work on your game with the power on. An example of such a switch is
the kicking target under the upper playfield in Haunted House. A quick check of Z11 through
Z15 using the diode test will reveal failed ICs easily. An example is pictured at right. These
batteries frequently leak their corrosive contents onto the board, affecting nearby connectors,
including the switch matrix connectors at J6 playfield and J5 cabinet. Close examination of the
friction pins in the connector as well as the copper traces at the edge connector may reveal

alkaline corrosion impacting proper switch matrix operation. Once the switch matrix issue has
been isolated to the playfield, follow the tips listed in the Switch Matrix Diagnosis section. One
additional item to note is that Gottlieb did not attach isolation diodes directly to switches.
Instead, isolation diodes are collected on "diode boards" which are screwed to the playfield
underside or the cabinet bottom. Although, they can and do still fail. It's just a matter of
diagnosing the symptoms of a failed display. First and foremost, the displays function due to
the necessity of several voltages, including high voltage. High voltage can hurt or even kill you.
If you don't feel comfortable working around this type of scenario, then hire a professional to do
the work. Sorry to "yell", but it is extremely important to stress the above two statements. Now
that this is out of the way, let's move on. As stated above, the displays need several sources of
voltage to function properly. If any of the above voltages are missing, the display will never
light. Prior to plugging in and turning the game on for the very first time, it is a good practice to
check all of the fuse values located on the transformer board first. With the game unplugged
from the wall outlet, remove the fuse from its fuse holder. When checking fuses, never "eyeball"
a fuse. Your eyes may tell you that the fuse is good, but your eyes can fool you. Use a digital
multi-meter DMM or a continuity tester to check fuses. Put each lead of DMM on opposite ends
of the fuse. A tone should be heard. If not, the fuse is bad, and should be replaced with the
same value. Fuses are used to protect equipment, the surroundings, and you. Installing fuse
values with higher ratings is very dangerous. If the existing fuse is blown, it may not necessarily
mean there is a problem. Fuses do get stressed, and sometimes just fail. However, there is more
than likely a problem somewhere in the display power train. With the game still unplugged, the
next course of action is to place connector A2J1 on the power supply. A2P1 is the bottom
connection on the power supply, and receives all voltages directly from the transformers and a
single ground from the ground strip. All voltages should be tested before any boards or
displays are connected to them. At this point, plug the game in, and turn it on. If the two high
voltages test all right, it's time to check the offset voltages. Use any ground connection as a
ground reference to test these voltages. Do not use ground as a reference when measuring
these voltages, as they are AC. Measurements must be taken from the send and return lines.
Also, some games have more connectors which pass the AC voltages. Check the voltages on
the input and output of the connector to see if fatigued connectors are the source of the voltage
loss. If all the display voltages are satisfactory, it is time to move onto the next step of visually
inspecting the display boards for obvious defects. If the offset voltage is missing, inconsistent
or wavy displays will result. The simplest and easiest problem to identify is display glass failure.
The 4-digit status display typically has only one black blotch. The evidence of a black blotch or
blotches is good. However, if there is a muted white blotch visible at the corners of the display,
it means the display's "vacuum" has been compromised, either due to a cracked glass or
broken nipple. If this is the case, the display glass can not be repaired and is useless. A simple,
cheap, and effective way to protect the glass nipple is to cut a ring of hose garden hose was
used in the picture at right , place it around the nipple, and then fill the ring with silicon caulk
preferred or hot glue. The display filaments within the glass can also break. The end result will
be segments with missing sections or "hot spots" when the display is powered. The "hot spots"
are caused by the "dangling", broken filament shorting to other good filaments. If a display
filament breaks, do not use the display as shorted displays can damage other game
components. Even though the glass itself is bad, the chips on the display board may still be
good. So don't necessarily discount the display as being all bad. UDNA and , chip used on
status display only , chips are getting more costly, and Dionics DIs are very scarce. Since the
display board is single sided, removal of the chips is quite easy. Plus, the display PCBs are no
longer being made. These ICs do not fail often. However, when they do fail shorted, they can
affect the performance of the rest of the display set. Click on the image at left for the procedure.
Gottlieb 4 digit displays use two UDNs and a single The can fail in such a way as to cause
segments to lock on, as shown in the picture at left showing segment "c" locked on. When there
are display issues, one first has to determine whether there is a problem with the display itself,
the connectors involved, or the chips on the CPU board that control it. The following applies to
System 80 and 80A displays. For information regarding the System 80B display board, scroll
down to the end of this section. Display Issue Isolated to a Single Display If the problem is only
showing up one display, suspect that the connector at the display itself is problematic, or there
is an issue on the display board. Problems on the display board can consist of a bad solder
joint, a broken display lead from the display glass, or faults with the driver chips on the board
Sprague UDN or Dionics DI, if an old System 1 display is used. In this display configuration, if
there is a segment issue with the status display, there may be an issue with the segment drive
chip on the CPU board. If there is a digit issue , the issue will be present on player 1 and 3 or
player 2 and 4 displays. If there is a segment issue , the issue will be present on player 1 and 2

or player 3 and 4 displays, and the status display. The charts listed below, map out each signal
to each specific display. The first chart maps the display digit information, while the second and
third charts map the display segment information. This information only applies to games where
4 scoring displays and 1 status display are used, although digit group names have been added,
if more displays are used. All of the charts apply to System 80 and 80A, but not 80B. System
80Bs displays are completely different how the digits and segments are decoded and driven. It
has been observed that if any of the display data signals are missing between the CPU board
and the inverters on the display board, the two displays will not illuminate at all. If voltages on
the display board are within spec, it may be advantageous to check all of the data signal edge
connector pins on the CPU board and the display board. If both the edge connector and the
female connectors look good, use a logic probe to ensure signals are getting to the input side of
both or later 74LS inverters on the board. Keep in mind that the System 80B jumpers, that
replace the s at Z19 and Z21 on System 80 and 80A boards, can be a source of discontinuity due
to cracked solder joints. It has been observed that some of the earlier System 80B games are
more prone to the display randomly being blank upon turning on the machine. System 80
displays, especially those that haven't been turned on for a long time, sometimes fade. These
displays can be rejuvenated by applying voltage to the outside pins of the display glass. Note
that voltage should be applied to the display glass pins, NOT the card edge pins. This process
"burns" the impurities that accumulate on the filaments off. In the picture at left, general
illumination power 7VAC from the lamp insert panel is being used to rejuvenate a display.
Procedure: 1. Turn the game off 2. Remove the connector from the display 3. Connect jumper
clips from a voltage source to each of the outside pins of the display glass. Note that the lower
the voltage applied, the longer the display can tolerate this "rejuvenation". That is why some
techs choose to use the lower GI AC voltage for this purpose. Power the game on for 1 minute.
Disconnect the jumper wires and reconnect the display. Power on to test the display. If the
display still isn't bright enough, repeat this process for 1 minute each time, until the display is
satisfactorily bright. Note that if the display filaments, which run across the display horizontally
begin to glow orange or worse, white , too much voltage is being applied or the display has
been connected too long. This risks burning one or more of the display filaments out and
ruining the display. A cautious, 1 minute at a time, process is warranted. Note also that one
particular System 80 tech "System 80, not just a job, it's an adventure" suggests that merely
leaving the game powered on for 24 hours will accomplish the same rejuvenation. If the glass of
a 6 or 7-digit display does not light, but there are no white spots in the corners white spots
indicate bad glass , the outer-most legs on the glass may be broken. A magnifying glass may be
necessary to inspect the pins since the gap in the breaks may be extremely small. The
outer-most legs are responsible for supplying power to the glass, which is why the glass would
not light in this situation. These legs may be broken especially on displays that have a green or
blue plastic filter covering them. These legs can get broken after someone presses down on the
plastic cover of the display when pushing the display onto the PCB supports mounted on the
light board in the backbox. To repair, line up the two broken halves of the leg with needle-nose
pliers, heat, and solder. If the solder isn't sticking, lightly sand back some of the black tarnish
with fine sandpaper or a fiberglass eraser. System 80 games provide a display test number The
test "walks" all digits, from 0 to 9, through all displays. The display test will never commence.
These symptoms can include:. The cause of these symptoms is a bad R1 resistor. When
powered off, the resistor will give the correct reading. However, the resistor may fail when
power is applied. If a particular display causes all other displays to go blank, the likely cause is
a failure of the Z2 P chip, which drives the digits of the display. This chip can be replaced with
the more commonly found UDNA chip. Also keep in mind that it's possible the and the other P
controlling the segments could be damaged as well, so be prepared for that. There are several
issues which appear to be display related, however, they ultimately are not. In these instances,
the displays are used instead as a visual identifier of a particular issue. If after turning a System
80 game on, and the scoring displays turn on immediately without a 5 second delay, there is a
problem. However, if the displays are showing all of the outer segments all segments necessary
to display a zero lit, and "strobing" or "rolling" rapidly as simulated in the image below, this
isn't a display problem. The cause of this problem is an open slam switch on the coin door. If all
the displays appear dim or at about half brightness, check the 60v test point on the power
supply. If it reads about v, then the dim display issue is caused by the power supply. On the
power supply, Q2 regulates the 60v, so if that component has failed, or if there is a problem with
the solder joints or pads on the back of the board, this can result in half the voltage for the
displays. Carefully inspect the back of the power supply for cracked solder joints or
through-hole pads that have popped off the PCB. If nothing is apparent with a visual inspection,
test for continuity between Q2's legs and the traces on the PCB. Before doing any kind of work,

or blaming the sound board for not putting out sound, review the Basic Sound Troubleshooting
section first. In particular for System 80 games, ensure that the dip switches that enable sound
are set correctly. And, ensure that the dip switch actually works. Games like Spiderman use one
of the 32 MPU dip switches to enable background and scoring sounds. The sound signals
follow very roundabout path before reaching their destination on the sound board. The signals
enter the driver board via A3J1, pass through another inverter Z13 , and exit the driver board via
A3J5. Finally, they enter
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the sound board via the only connection on the sound board, A6J1. If any of the sound signals
are lost, this potentially happens due to poor edge connections, however, s are known to fail
too. The best way to check for discontinuity is to use a DMM or ohmmeter to check the path
from the exiting chip to the chip it enters on the following board. Another method for checking
for signal loss is a logic probe. This method is not as simple though, because some generations
of System 80s do not have a sound test. Therefore, waiting for a particular signal to trigger can
be tricky. The benefit of using a logic probe is to determine if a particular signal is entering and
exiting a specific chip, and if the signal transforms if it is supposed to like intended ie. Some
sound boards use a fifth sound signal, known as S S16 is actually driven by an MPS-A13 like
any other single lamp drive. S16 can follow a very convoluted path too, depending on the
particular game. For example, Haunted House uses S

